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TYRANNY AND MANIPULATION: A 
GAME MASTER’S SECRET WEAPON
Tyranny and Manipulation: A Game 
Master’s Secret Weapons features rules to 
change the landscape of every encounter 
in any roleplaying campaign. Coordinate 
your assaults with the synergizing ruler 
and minion feats, turn classic monsters 
into unfamiliar threats with mutations, and 
unleash massive armies with the easy-to-
use hordes template. With Tyranny and 
Manipulation, your players will never see 
it coming, and they’ll thank you for it! 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P 4WF215 ..............................$24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: INTO THE 
WINTERY GALE - WRATH OF THE 
JOTUNN (HARDCOVER)
The arrival of the celestial event known as 
the Ohjaslange heralds the return of the 
dreaded Jotunn - skeletal ice giants - and 
with them a curse of endless winter! As 
the curse descends around Serpent Lake, 
the adventurers are summoned by an 
ancient goddess and must join forces with 
the tribes of the Vikmordere to uncover 
the lost artifacts necessary to triumph 
in this classic battle of good versus evil. 
Wrath of the Jotunn is a Pathfinder-
compatible mega-adventure designed for 
character levels 9-10. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2017.
S2P AAWIWGWOTJ ...................$42.49

UNDERWORLD RACES & CLASSES
The World Below Beckons! An essential 
underworld reference book for advanced 
players and GMs, Underworld Races 
& Classes contains new races and 
subraces, expands upon the lore of fan-
favorites like the drow, and brings back 
a sense of excitement and exploration 
to subterranean realms. Play new 
underworld races like blood-sucking 
humanoid bats and savage, bestial 
crocodile-men, marvel at exotic vistas of 
living crystal, lush mushroom jungles, and 
vast underground oceans, and discover 
a wealth of new alternate classes, class 
options, feats, and much more. Scheduled 
to ship in October 2017.
5TH EDITION
S2P AAW5EURC .........................$69.99
PATHFINDER RPG
S2P AAWPFURC .........................$69.99

FIRETEAM ZERO: MISSION PACKS
This expansion pack for Fireteam 
Zero contains four all-new missions: 
“Countdown”, “Exit Strategy”, “Hold the 
Line”, and “War of Attrition”. Scheduled 
to ship in October 2017.
ALC FTZ10 .................................$12.99

ALLIANCE GAME 
DISTRIBUTORS

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #214
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games and 
game modules, along with solicitation 
information on upcoming game and 
hobby supply releases.
GTM 214 ............................... $3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

4 WINDS  
FANTASY GAMING

AAW GAMES

ALC STUDIO

FIRETEAM ZERO:  
COMPETITION MISSION PACK
This expansion pack for Fireteam Zero 
contains four all-new missions: “Big Game 
Hunt”, “Glory Run”, “Hot Zone”, and 
“Winner Takes All”. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2017.
ALC FTZ11 .................................$12.99

 

FIRETEAM ZERO:  
EUROPE CYCLE EXPANSION
Face the Bloodless in the Old Country! This 
first expansion to Fireteam Zero introduces 
the Bloodless, another entirely new monster 
family! Plus, enhance your Specialists with 
all-new powers! The Europe Cycle also 
includes four double-sided map tiles with 
new terrain, as well as new locations and 
adventures (“The Battle of Lost Children”, 
“Lightning Hunt”, and “The Last Road”). 
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
ALC FTZ02 .................................$50.00

FIRETEAM ZERO:  
MISSION GENERATOR PACK
This expansion pack for Fireteam Zero 
allows you to create your own random 
missions at Act I, II, or III difficulty. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
ALC FTZ09 .................................$14.99

FIRETEAM ZERO:  
MONSTER PACK A
Think you’ve seen the worst that the 
Artifacts can throw at you? Not even close! 
Challenge your squad with these all-new 
creatures for Fireteam Zero, each with 
their own unique and devastating abilities! 
ALC FTZ04 .................................$19.99

FIRETEAM ZERO:  
MONSTER PACK B
Artifact hordes aren’t the only thing to 
fear on the battlefield. Drawn to the rising 
levels of arcane power in our world, these 
creatures have come to feast! Face-off 
against three new, vicious elites and two 
huge, terrifying boxxes in this all-new 
Monster Pack for Fireteam Zero. Scheduled 
to ship in September 2017.
ALC FTZ05 .................................$19.99
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DEATH DEALER
ALC RHFRZ002 ...........................$15.00

EGYPTIAN QUEEN
ALC RHFRZ001 ...........................$15.00

FIRETEAM ZERO:  
MONSTER PACK C
The armies of the Fetch and the 
Thornspawn expand again, bringing 
devious new abilities to bear against 
humanity! Engage against an entire 
pack of twisted Fetch minions as well as 
two dreadfully powerful elites in this all-
new Monster Pack for Fireteam Zero. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ALC FTZ06 .................................$19.99

FIRETEAM ZERO:  
MONSTER PACK D
The infestation spreads! Eldritch worms 
and arcane fungus find new hosts to 
haunt your battlefields! Infested minions 
are out in full force, joined by two brutally 
devastating elites in this all-new Monster 
Pack for Fireteam Zero. Scheduled to ship 
in September 2017.
ALC FTZ07 .................................$19.99

JUNTA: LAS CARTAS
Welcome back to the beautiful island of 
the Republica de las Bananas! Nothing 
has changed here: players are members 
of a corrupt junta filling their pockets 
as quickly and efficiently as possible 
(thanks to the constant stream of foreign 
aid money coming in). Your methods 
are ruthless: players are plotting against 
each other, buying votes, hiring assassins, 
and blowing up buildings - and, from 
time to time, starting a coup against the 
president to, hopefully, become the new 
president. Junta: Las Cartas provides the 
full experience of its big brother Junta in a 
compact card game format.
AEG 7017 ..................................$19.99

THE MASTERS’ TRIALS
Train! Roll! Fight! The legend says that 
in a time of grave danger, masters of the 
elemental orders will leave their ancestral 
retreats and join forces to restore peace to 
the world. From the once-dormant Tekirin 
volcano the vengeful Magmaroth has 
emerged. Born of earth and fire, its goal is 
to mold the world to its image: primal and 
ruthless! The time is now for the masters to 
face their destiny! In the cooperative, dice-
crafting game The Masters’ Trials: Wrath 
of Magmaroth, players each represent one 
of the masters from the orders that have 
banded together to face the evil elemental. 
Build your own character, roll and move 
dice to use the powerful techniques you 
have mastered, and work in concert 
with the other players so you can defeat 
Magmaroth before time expires!
AEG 7005 ..................................$49.99

THE BARBARIAN
ALC RHFRZ003 .....................................$15.00

FIRETEAM ZERO: SPAWN POINT PACK
Give your creatures the spawn points they truly deserve! Upgrade your battlefield with 
these twelve menacing eruptions of teeth and stone! Each highly detailed spawn point 
is perfectly sized to hold one spawn point token. Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
ALC FTZ08 .................................................................................................... $19.99

FRAZETTA ARTWORK 1,000 PIECE PUZZLES 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.

ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

O/A FIRETEAM ZERO
In 1942, four soldiers vanished from the 
training program of the newly formed 
First Ranger Battalion, their names stricken 
from the roster. Chosen for their unique 
skills, they would fight in secret against 
terrifying supernatural enemies and 
overwhelming odds. This is their story... 
Commit acts of badassery in defense of 
humanity in Fireteam Zero, a fast and 
furious, cooperative board game of brutal 
squad tactics versus a relentless onslaught of 
horrifying foes! Face off against the Children 
of Typhon, the Infested, and the Fetch, each 
in their own Operation. Your heroes will 
increase in power as you progress through 
each Operation, but only skill will bring 
victory in the final confrontation.
ALC FTZ01 ...............................$100.00

O/A FIRETEAM ZERO:  
AFRICA CYCLE EXPANSION
In the Africa Cycle, the second expansion 
for Fireteam Zero, players go head-to-head 
with Thornspawn, an entire new monster 
family comprised of eight Scavengers, four 
Wooden Men, and Prime, a 60mm-tall 
boss figure! The Africa Cycle also includes 
new gear, hero upgrades, and four 
double-sided map tiles with new terrain 
to explore, plus a three-mission campaign 
(“Operation: Sticks and Bones”) and three 
new standalone missions (“Between the 
Bones of the Earth”, “Clockwork”, and 
“Lost and Found”). 
ALC FTZ03 .................................$50.00

OFFERED AGAIN
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SAKURA ARMS
Victory or Extinction! There have been Megami since 
the ancient age - supernatural beings, dwelling in 
the mysterious and beautiful Sakura trees whose 
petals are pure crystal. Mikoto, humans with special 
powers, can call to the Megami and request their 
supernatural powers through the Sakura petals 
planted on their hands. In this Age of Sakura, 
you must face your rival. Without the aid of fate 
or destiny, your total focus is on the battle ahead. 
Belief in your heart, flowers on your hands, SAKURA 
become your ARMS! Defeat your opponent and 
prove you’re the most powerful fighter in Sakura 
Arms, a two-player fighting card game.
AEG 7007 .............................................. $29.99

ARCANE WONDERS

CRITICAL MASS
Outgun! Outmaneuver! Outplay! You’re 
one of the elite who have been selected 
for Critical Mass, the fast-paced, head-
to-head, 2-player Mech combat game! 
Choose your Mech with its own devastating 
array of weaponry, and venture forth into 
combat against your adversary to bring 
glory to your nation! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2017.
PSI AWGDTE05CM .....................$29.99

ARC DREAM PUBLISHING

DELTA GREEN RPG:  
KALI GHATI ADVENTURE
The war in Afghanistan is winding down. Now, 
a Delta Green agent has gone missing from a 
remote base and it’s up to you to bring him 
home. But, can any of you make it out of the 
Black Valley alive? Kali Ghati is a scenario 
for Delta Green: The Roleplaying Game. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P APU8108................................... $19.99

ASMODEE EDITIONS

7 WONDERS: CITIES 
ANNIVERSARY PACK EXPANSION
To celebrate the seven year anniversary 
of the fantastic release of 7 Wonders 
from Repos, the Cities Anniversary Pack 
offers no fewer than fifteen new cities 
to introduce into your games, including 
customs, a counterfeiter’s office, a 
memorial, and a smuggler’s cache. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ASM SEV11 ............................... $8.99

7 WONDERS: LEADERS 
ANNIVERSARY PACK EXPANSION
To celebrate the seven year anniversary 
of the fantastic release of 7 Wonders 
from Repos, the Leaders Anniversary 
Pack offers no fewer than fifteen new 
leaders from history to include in your 
games, including Cornelia, Enheduanna, 
Gorgo, and Roxana. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
ASM SEV10 ............................... $8.99

THE BLOODY INN: THE 
CARNIES EXPANSION
With The Carnies expansion 
for The Bloody Inn, the inn 
now welcomes strange and 
intriguing guests from a 
traveling caravan: a bear 
tamer, a bearded lady, a knife 
thrower, a fortune teller, and 
more. You also have new tricks 
up your sleeves - like the wolf 
trap, the well, or the snow pile 
- that you can use to dispose of 
guests. No one leaves the inn 
unscathed... in fact, most never 

leave at all! The Carnies contains 52 
new cards, spread across three separate modules that you 

can use in any combination. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ASM BLIN02 ............................................................................. $14.99

DIXIT: HARMONIES EXPANSION
Delve even deeper into your imagination with 
Dixit: Harmonies! Incorporating the unique and 
powerful art of Paul Echegoyen to push players’ 
imaginations even further, Harmonies introduces 
84 new cards fully compatible with the base Dixit 
game and every other expansion. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
ASM DIX10 ........................................ $29.99
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DREAM HOME:  
156 SUNNY  
STREET EXPANSION
Spice up your next Dream 
Home with more helpers, 
tools, decor, rooms, and two 
new ways to play with 156 
Sunny Street! In addition 
to adding new room and 
resource cards, this expansion 
set for Dream Home allows 
you to invite up to six players 
to participate - or even try the 
solo player variant! The set 

also introduces two additional rules 
expansions: “Construction Plans” and “Family and 

Friends”. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ASM DRM02 ............................................................................ $29.99

OTYS
In the mid-22nd Century, 
oceans have engulfed 
the world. The remaining 
fragments of humanity 
survive on the few pieces of 
land left above sea level. In 
the Otys colony, you strive to 
build a future for your people 
by retrieving the submerged 
debris of past civilizations. 
Optimize your strategy by 
matching your divers’ special 
abilities, depth levels, and 
Colony bonuses. Be careful, 
though - divers must surface 
after each mission to replenish oxygen and regain 
special abilities. Use your team wisely to fulfill Colony contracts, 
earn rewards, and gain more prestige than the competition. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
ASM OTY01 ............................................................................. $49.99

TIME STORIES: 
ESTRELLA DRIVE 
EXPANSION
In Hollywood, the ghosts 
of the past never sleep! 
In Estrella Drive, the sixth 
expansion for T.I.M.E Stories, 
you and your fellow agents 
are sent to 1982 to investigate 
a temporal anomaly in 
a supposedly haunted 
Hollywood mansion. Note: 
recommended for mature 
audiences only. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
ASM TS07 .............. $29.99

WEREWOLVES OF 
MILLER’S HOLLOW: 
BEST OF WEREWOLVES 
OF MILLER’S HOLLOW 
EXPANSION
To celebrate the original 
game and its howling 15-
year legacy, the original 
designers decided to take 
all their favorite character 
combinations and bring them 
to Werewolves of Miller’s 
Hollow. Gathering characters 
from the Characters, New 
Moon, The Pact expansions 

including Big Bad Wolf, Cupid, Fox, Piper, and Wild Child, now it’s 
easier than ever to immerse yourself into a terrifying game of Werewolves 
of Miller’s Hollow. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ASM KG04............................................................................... $24.99

WHEN I DREAM
Night has fallen and your mind is floating in a magical world of dreams. 
But sleep eludes you - the Dream Spirits want to have some fun tonight! 
Communicate with the Dream Spirits and try to interpret their messages in 
When I Dream! Become the dreamer, put on your sleep mask, and try to 
figure out your dream and which spirits are the Naughty ones. Become a 
Good Spirit and help the Dreamer by giving him clues about the dream 
before the Naughty Spirits mess it up. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ASM WID01 ............................................................................. $39.99

THE ARMY PAINTER

WARPAINTS: GUILD BALL KICKOFF! PAINT SET
Featuring 16 Warpaints and an army painting guide, this paint set has been carefully 
selected by the Steam-Team and matches the two teams showcased the Guild Ball Kickoff! 
starter set. Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
TAP WP8024 ................................................................................................. $47.50
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PANZER GRENADIER: LA 
CAMPAGNE DE TUNISIE
In October 1942, five American officers, 
including General Mark Clark, met with 
various French administrators and military 
commanders to determine their potential 
reaction to the landing of an Allied force 
in French North Africa. The French Army 
looked with some favor on the enterprise, as 
did the French air forces. The Navy, however, 
was opposed. General Clark reported that 
Operation Torch would not have extensive 
opposition from the French. What followed 
between the Torch landings and the ultimate 
surrender of Axis forces in Tunisia was the 
death and rebirth of an army. La Campagne 
de Tunisie is a Panzer Grenadier supplement 
containing 12 scenarios depicting the French 
experience in North Africa from the Torch 
landings through the Tunisia campaign. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
APL 0880 ...................................$24.99

PANZER GRENADIER:  
LAND CRUISERS
The First Great War ended in December 
1916 with Wilson’s Peace, a negotiated 
settlement that left all parties vaguely 
dissatisfied (except those called on to die by 
the millions). The Second Great War erupted 
in August 1940, with Russian, French, 
and Italian armies attacking the Central 
Powers in a naked grab for territory and 
power. French armies pushed relentlessly 
into German territory, spearheaded by 
the massed armor formations advocated 
by Col. Charles DeGaulle and backed by 
waves of tactical attack aircraft. Caught 
off-guard, the Imperial German Army 
resisted as best it could, but gave ground 
in front of the French and their Belgian 
and Luxembourgeois allies. To stop the 
onslaught, the Kaiser’s generals opted to 
deploy their most carefully-guarded secret 
weapon: the massive armored vehicles 
known as Land Cruisers. Dieselpunk comes 
to Panzer Grenadier with Land Cruisers, 
a supplement for Panzer Grenadier set in 
the same alternative-history background as 
The Second Great War at Sea. Scheduled 
to ship in September 2017.
APL 0879 ...................................$24.99

DICE TRAY: CIRCULAR - COSMIC
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IMP BPN2016 .............................$20.00

DICE TRAY: CIRCULAR - 
CRANBERRY
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IMP BPN2013 .............................$20.00

DICE TOWER:  
KNOCKDOWN - COSMIC
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IMP BPN2015 .............................$20.00

KING FROG
Quibbit! Quibbit! The frogs all croak 
loudly over each other. The pond is a flurry 
of commotion and excitement because 
today is the day of the Royal Frog Race. 
It’s time to race around the pond to decide 
who will be crowned the new Frog King. 
Your goal is to remain afloat for as long 
as possible, outlasting your opponents as 
you hop around the pond. But, hop ahead 
wisely! If you land on a water lily that’s not 
your color, you’ll have to pay a penalty! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
BGP 5373 ..................................$19.95

AVALANCHE PRESS BLUE PANTHER

BRAIN GAMES

REEF ROUTE
One moment, you’re a happy tropical fish, 
swimming with your friends in the beautiful 
coral reef, then suddenly a rip current picks 
you up and flings you far from the safety of 
your home. Taking in your new surroundings, 
you notice something approaching your 
from the distance... a group of sharks has 
appreared in your path! It’s time to find shelter 
in the reef before your predators can eat you 
alive! Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
BGP 5380 ..................................$21.95

WOO HOO!
The garden gnomes have gathered in 
the playground to collect all the toys 
left behind by children during the day. 
But, the giant elephant slide is just too 
fun for the gnomes to resist! So they 
make a game of it! It’s time to ride 
down the slide, then pick a toy for your 
prize! Woo Hoo! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2017.
BGP 5397 ..................................$21.95

FAITH: CORE BOOK BASIC 
EQUIPMENT DECK
The Basic Equipment Gear Deck is a deck 
of cards for Faith: The Sci-fi RPG that 
contains 54 cards designed to expand the 
experience of the game. Scheduled to ship 
in December 2017.
BRG BGE11019 ..........................$14.99

FAITH: CORE BOOK COMMON 
FOES DECK
The Common Foes NPC Deck is a deck of 
cards for Faith: The Sci-fi RPG that contains 
54 cards designed to expand the experience 
of the game with a variety of enemies 
ranging from mutants to fanatic followers of 
gods. Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
BRG BGE11020 ..........................$14.99

FAITH: CORE BOOK
Be a star explorer, a soldier, a scoundrel, or a mystic 
believer, using a mix of technology, training, and god-
given powers to survive the untamed regions of wild 
space against rival factions, alien perils, and ruthless 
bandits in Faith, The Sci-Fi RPG! Faith is a science fiction 
roleplaying game of epic adventures, where starfaring 
alien civilizations race to explore a dangerous, unknown 
universe, while the Gods compete for followers and the 
Ravager threaten civilization as a whole. The centerpiece 
of Faith, the Core Book covers the rules and mechanics of 
the game, as well as the setting and story of the universe. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
BRG BGE11018 ............................................ $59.99

FAITH: CORE BOOK PLAYER DECK
The Universe Player Deck is a deck of poker cards for 
Faith: The Sci-Fi RPG with custom suit symbols and 
54 cards illustrated with images from the Core Book. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
BRG BGE01005 ................................................$14.99

BURNING GAMES
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PAPER WARS #86:  
NOMADS NO MORE
The Nomads No More game system 
includes two different games that focus on 
the concurrent conflicts that erupted on the 
eastern perimeter of Soviet Russia soon after 
the Russian Civil War – the early 1920’s: 
Ungern-Sternberg’s Mongolia, which 
simulates the invasion of Mongolia by 
fleeing Whites, their clash with the Chinese 
and subsequent pursuit by Reds, and Enver 
Pasha’s Bokhara, covering the Basmachi 
Revolt against Soviet rule around Bokhara 
- present day Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and 
Uzbekistan. Scheduled to ship in July 2017.
CPS 086 .....................................$46.95

COMMANDS & COLORS: TRICORN
Featuring Command cards that drive 
movement while creating a Fog of War and 
battle dice to resolve combat quickly and 
efficiently, Commands & Colors: Tricorne - 
The American Revolution introduces many 
new game concepts which add historical 
depth and provide even the most veteran 
Commands & Colors player new play 
experiences and challenges. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2017.
CPS 1039 .................................$109.00

CMON

COMPASS GAMES

A SONG OF ICE & FIRE: TABLETOP MINIATURES GAME 
STARTER SET - STARK VS LANNISTER
King Robert Baratheon is dead! Each of the Great Houses believe they 
have a claim to the crown! The battle for the Iron Throne has begun! In the 
A Song of Ice & Fire: Tabletop Miniatures Game, each player controls one 
of the Great Houses of Westeros, commanding battlefield units, legendary 
Heroes, and manipulating the political stage, all in an attempt to claim 
the greatest prize of all: The Iron Throne! With accessible and streamlined 
gameplay designed by Eric M. Lang and Michael Shinall, players in 
the A Song of Ice & Fire: Tabletop Miniatures Game can recreate their 
favorite moments from the series or create their own stories. What if the 
Red Wedding never happened and Robb Stark assaulted King’s Landing? 
Battles can range in size from full-scale conflicts like the Battle of the 
Blackwater to smaller skirmishes, like Jon escaping from the wildings in 
A Storm of Swords. Decide the fate of Westeros with A Song of Ice & 
Fire: Tabletop Miniatures Game Starter Set - Stark vs Lannister, featuring 
everything two players need to fight epic battles in the Seven Kingdoms. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2018
COL SIF001 ............................................................................ $149.99

BUSHIROAD

WEISS SCHWARZ TCG: ACCEL 
WORLD - INFINITE BURST 
BOOSTER DISPLAY (20)
Burst Link! Head to the Accelerated 
World - and beyond - with this 100-card 
booster expansion for the Weiss Schwarz 
Trading Card Game! 8-cards per pack / 
20-packs per display. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
YCW 403890 ..................................... PI

CATALYST GAME LABS

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:  
DRAGONFIRE DBG
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
ADVENTURES - SEA OF SWORDS
PSI CAT16203 ...................... $19.99
CAMPAIGN - MOONSHAE ISLES BURN
PSI CAT16300 ...................... $29.99

SHADOWRUN RPG:  
FORBIDDEN ARCANA
Magic is wild. Magic is undisciplined. You 
can try to impose order and understanding 
on it, but that’s just the surface. Underneath 
is chaos, an erratic heart beating to a 
staggering rhythm. You don’t control it, any 
more than a surfer controls a twenty-meter-
tall wave; you don’t direct the wave, you 
ride it, capture a piece of its power, and 
hope to survive. If you do it right, though, 
you catch a portion of unimaginable 
power - power those who control the Sixth 
World don’t want you to have. All the more 
reason to push past their boundaries and 
grab it! Forbidden Arcana offers dozens 
of different ways for Awakened characters 
in Shadowrun to harness that power and 
make themselves a mana-slinger like 
no other. From new ways to distinguish 
spellcasters of different traditions and 
more chaotic methods for summoning 
spirits, to options for Awakened characters 
who have mastered their craft, Forbidden 
Arcana shows players how to break out of 
conventional molds, use mana in new ways, 
and become true street legends riding the 
growing wave of Sixth World mana.
LIMITED EDITION
PSI CAT27011LE .........................$75.00
REGULAR EDITION
PSI CAT27011 ............................$49.99

KHAN OF KHANS
Set in Greg Stafford’s mythic world of 
Glorantha, players in Reiner Knizia’s Khan 
of Khans portray one of the khans of the 
great tribes of Prax, sending raiders into 
the rich, green uplands of Dragon Pass. 
This year, the high priestess has decreed 
whichever khan brings back the most 
wealth from Dragon Pass in the form of 
cows will be declared Khan of Khans, the 
paramount Khan of Prax! But, watch out for 
stampedes, enemy magic, and your rivals 
seeking to steal your much-coveted cows! 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
CHA 1052 .................................$24.95

CALL OF CTHULHU -  
REIGN OF TERROR
Revolutionary France! The crowds gather 
baying for blood, while the chop-chop-chop 
of the guillotine calls out. A time of struggle, 
intrigue, and horror. A divided country, 
where the upper class enjoys the bounty of 
wealth, and the poor cannot afford a loaf of 
bread. Where the cries of anger and rage at 
life’s injustices find momentum, sparking the 
people to unite and cast away the old regime 
for a brighter and more hopeful tomorrow. 
In time, hope will be replaced with fear as 
The Terror descends upon France, and the 
guillotine cries out for blood! Reign of Terror 
is an epic two-part historical scenario, set 
during the French Revolution, and playable 
as a standalone mini-campaign for Call of 
Cthulhu or a historical interlude for use with 
Chaosium’s premium campaign, Horror on 
the Orient Express. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
CHA 23149 ...............................$34.95

CHAOSIUM
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GIFTMAS AT DUNGEON ABBEY
We wish it could be Giftmas every day, and 
now it can be with the hellish inhabitants of 
Dungeon Abbey. Will you get the gifts you 
want? Or will it be bombs for Giftmas again? 
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
PSI CB72122 .................................. $12.99

THE ONE RING RPG: THE 
LAUGHTER OF DRAGONS
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
PSI CB71018 ..............................$39.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: 
ADVENTURES IN MIDDLE-EARTH - 
MIRKWOOD CAMPAIGN
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
PSI CB72304 ..............................$39.99

VALERIA: FLAMES &  
FROST  EXPANSION
The Kingdom of Valeria is expanding to 
the fiery peaks of volcanoes and the cold 
ridges of glacial mountains in Flames 
& Frost, bringing a whole new set of 
Citizens, Monsters, Domains, and Dukes 
to Valeria: Card Kingdoms. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2017.
PSI DMGVCK010 ........................$25.00

CORVUS BELLI

INFINITY
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.

ARIADNA CALEDONIAN 
VOLUNTEERS
CVB 280190-0657 .....................$30.47

HAQQISLAM HASSASSIN  
BAHRAM (HAQQISLAM  
SECTORIAL ARMY STARTER PACK)
CVB 280491-0667 .....................$43.55

COMBINED ARMY UMBRA 
LEGATES (SPITFIRE)
CVB 280683-0655 .....................$13.03

NAGAS (MULTI SNIPER/COMBI RIFLE 
WITH MONOFILAMENT MINES)
CVB 280856-0671 ...........................$18.48

NOMADS HELLCATS (HACKER/
BOARDING SHOTGUN)
CVB 280589-0669 .....................$18.48

PANOCEANIA LOCUTS, 
CLANDESTINE ACTION  
TEAM (HACKER)
CVB 280294-0668 .....................$11.17

YU JING SHIKAMI (COMBI RIFLE)
CVB 280394-0670 .....................$15.21

CUBICLE 7

DAILY MAGIC GAMES DYSKAMI PUBLISHING

SAILOR MOON CRYSTAL:  
TRUTH OR BLUFF
Are you telling the truth or bluffing? Featuring 
super-deformed caricatures from the popular 
anime series Sailor Moon Crystal, players in 
this hilariously fun party game of deception 
and misdirection try to keep their opponents 
guessing as they pass tiles around the table 
and try not to get caught being too obvious. 
Watch out for the Dark Kingdom villains, 
though, because they can mess with your 
plans! Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P DYS402 ...............................$29.99

EXPLODING KITTENS

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

CIVILIZATION:  
A NEW DAWN
As the currents of 
time pass over ancient 
nations, leaders emerge 
with a simple goal: to 
create something grand 
that will outlive them and 
work towards a better 
tomorrow. From humble 
origins, these individuals 
strive to advance and 
build the greatest nation 
in the world. And now, 
you can join them with 
Sid Meier’s Civilization: 
A New Dawn, a strategy 

board game in which players portray 
rulers of history’s most memorable empires. Expand your 

domains, gain new technologies, and build many of humanity’s greatest 
wonders as your empire seeks to rise above all others to leave its indelible 
mark upon history. Rewrite history to build something greater than yourself in 
Sid Meier’s Civilization: A New Dawn! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
FFG CIV01 ............................................................................... $49.95

BEARS VS BABIES
Created by the same intelligent, 
attractive people who made Exploding 
Kittens, Bears vs Babies is a card game 
in which you build incredible Bears 
(and other monsters) to eat awful 
Babies. Stitch together a Handsome 
Salmon armed with knives and 
burritos, or a Pomeranian of Light and 
Wonder in business attire who can 
run at the speed of light. Give your 
creations limbs, weapons, and special hats to help prepare them for the inevitable 
infant onslaught! Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
CORE EDITION EKG BVB-CORE ......................................................................... PI
NSFW EXPANSION PACK EKG BVB-NSFW-1 ..................................................... PI
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FALLOUT: THE BOARD GAME
Please Stand By! The Great War of 2077 is so long past there’s no place 
in your memory for its events, but the barren landscape before you has 
its own story to tell. Immaculate homes which once housed seemingly 
perfect families and busied Mr. Handys have been transformed into empty 
shells. Humans wander the wasteland among mutated creatures and rogue 
robots, in search of little more than survival. You are now among them. 
Sure, this world might be a mere shadow of its former glory, but plenty of 
adventure and mystery still await a brave traveler. And your adventure has 
only just begun in Fallout, a post-nuclear adventure board game based on 
Bethesda’s blockbuster video game series! Welcome home! Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
FFG ZX02 ................................................................................. $59.95

LEGACY OF DRAGONHOLT
Adventure Awaits! After the heir of Dragonholt dies under mysterious 
circumstances, you receive a letter from an old friend pleading for your 
aide. Celyse suspects foul play from the slighted exile, Kyric, who was 
the young royal’s rival as rightful ruler. All clues point to him as the main 
suspect, but there’s more to this story than what’s visible on the surface. 
Assemble your troupe of adventurers, journey to the edge of the realm, 
solve the mystery, and find your place in the Legacy of Dragonholt! A new 
cooperative narrative game and the first to utilize the Oracle system, Legacy 
of Dragonholt introduces six quests set in the Runebound universe that take 
as many as six daring heroes to the outskirts of Terrinoth. Adventurers 
build their own stories by making choices that will lead into dark caves and 
dangerous forests, pit them against cunning bandits and vicious monsters, 
earn them wealth and fame, and, hopefully, bring them to foil the plot of an 
evil overlord. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
FFG ORA01 ............................................................................. $59.95

A GAME OF THRONES LCG: 2ND 
EDITION - THE ARCHMAESTER’S KEY 
CHAPTER PACK
All Men Must Serve! The great battles of the 
War of the Five Kings have ceased with the 
deaths of Robb Stark, Balon Greyjoy, Renly 
Baratheon, and Joffrey Baratheon. In King’s 
Landing, Tommen is hailed as the new king, 
while Stannis Baratheon and his supporters 
join the Night’s Watch at the Wall, protecting 
the realm against the threat from the north. 
Yet the game of thrones is far from over. 
Doran Martell sets his plans for vengeance 
in motion, the ironborn call for a kingsmoot, 
and Daenerys Targaryen solidifies her control 
over the city of Meereen. More blood will be 

spilled, and crows will cover the battlefield before Westeros knows peace. 
The first Chapter Pack of the Flight of Crows Cycle for A Game of Thrones: 
The Card Game, The Archmaester’s Key broadly follows the narrative of 
A Feast for Crows, drawing on key characters and events from the fourth 
book in A Song of Ice and Fire. With iconic characters and locations like 
Daario Naharis, The Iron Bank, The Water Gardens, and Mag the Mighty, 
The Archmaester’s Key is the perfect way to begin a new cycle for A Game 
of Thrones: The Card Game! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
FFG GT23 ................................................................................ $14.95

LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS LCG: 
TEARS OF AMATERASU  
DYNASTY PACK
The first Dynasty Pack of the Imperial Cycle 
for Legend of the Five Rings: The Card Game, 
Tears of Amaterasu features three copies of 
twenty new cards and expands on the theme 
found in the Core Set of the game. Offering 
new tools for all seven clans, as well as two 
new neutral provinces and new Conflict 
and Dynasty cards, Tears of Amaterasu is 
the perfect next step for Legend of the Five 
Rings: The Card Game. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
FFG L5C02 ..................................... $14.95

STAR WARS IMPERIAL 
ASSAULT: SKIRMISH MAP - 
NAL HUTTA SWAMPS
Nal Hutta, the swampy Outer 
Rim planet, is a dangerous place. 
Its treacherous bogs are littered 
with dragonsnakes and other 
dangerous predators, polluted 
skies erupt at times into greasy 
rains, and, of course, the planet 
is the homeworld of the notorious 
Hutts and the seat of their vast 
criminal empires. As a result, 
there are fortunes to be made (or 

lost) among the planet’s sprawling spaceports and its bulbous palaces. For 
use with Star Wars: Imperial Assault, the Nal Hutta Swamps Skirmish Map is 
a neoprene playmat that offers an ideal play surface for depositing you and 
your skirmish force atop the planet’s bogs. Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
FFG SWI51 .......................................................................................PI
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STAR WARS LCG: SWAYED BY  
THE DARK SIDE FORCE PACK
The fourth Force Pack in the Alliances Cycle 
for Star Wars: The Card Game, the sixty new 
cards (divided between two copies each of five 
different objective sets) from Swayed by the Dark 
Side continue to explore the bonds of friendship, 
duty, and honor that drive many of the galaxy’s 
pilots and soldiers, as well as the fear, hope, 
and greed that compel others to take action. 
You’ll find objective sets for the Sith, Imperials, 
Scum, Jedi, and Rebels, as well as such notable 
characters as Biggs Darklighter, the Ewok Logray, 
and the notorious Wookiee bounty hunter Black 
Krrsantan! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
FFG SWC40 .................................. $14.95

STAR WARS:  
LEGION - CORE SET
Epic warfare is an inescapable 
part of the Star Wars universe, 
and you can lead your troops to 
victory with Star Wars: Legion, 
a two-player miniatures game 
of thrilling infantry battles set 
in the Star Wars universe! As 
a miniatures game, Star Wars: 
Legion invites you to enter the 
ground battles and skirmishes 
of the Galactic Civil War as the 
commander of a unique army 
filled with troopers, powerful vehicles, and iconic characters like Darth 
Vader and Luke Skywalker. While innovative mechanics for command 
and control simulate the fog of war and the chaos of battle, the game’s 
unpainted, easily assembled figures give you a canvas to create any Star 
Wars army you can imagine! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
FFG SWL01 .............................................................................. $89.95

TWILIGHT IMPERIUM 
4TH EDITION
As the galaxy churns 
inexorably toward its 
violent future, the Great 
Races have begun to feed 
the flames that fuel their 
war machines. An epoch 
of great struggle threatens 
to engulf the galaxy once 

more as each faction races 
toward the desiccated seat of an ancient 

empire on Mecatol Rex to become the indisputable 
ruler of the stars. It is a time of steadfast alliances and bloody betrayals. 

Of words and of war. Of deep-seated honor and hard-won glory. It is the dawn 
of a new era. For two decades, Twilight Imperium has thrilled gamers with its 
grand storytelling and tactical strategy. Now players can explore the next step 
in the Twilight Imperium legacy with Twilight Imperium Fourth Edition, an epic 
game of galactic conquest where players take command of one of seventeen 
unique civilizations to compete for interstellar supremacy through warfare, trade, 
uncertain allegiances, and political dominance. All of these races have many 
paths to victory, but only one will sit upon the throne of Mecatol Rex as the new 
masters of the galaxy! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
FFG TI07 ................................................................................ $149.95

1879 RPG: BIG TROUBLE IN 
LITTLE SOHO - THE AKKADIAN 
CONNECTION BOOK 1
Someone is making a very dangerous 
drug in the East End - snuff that grants 
explosive strength! Of course, it’s in the 
wrong hands. Who’s making it? What 
are they making it from? Where’s the 
money going? Why have you been asked 
to look into it? Best see to your gear, and 
make sure you’ve got the best team you 
can assemble. This is trouble the Peelers 
can’t handle, and it’s likely to lead to some 
far too interesting places. Intrigue, fist 
fights, clockwork computers, dangerous 
chemistry, and ancient writings - this one’s 
got all the makings of a story you won’t 
be able to tell your grandchildren until 
it’s declassified! Big Trouble in Little Soho 
requires the 1879 Player’s Guide and the 
1879 GM’s Guide to run this adventure. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P FAS52401 ...........................$13.99

COSMIC ODYSSEY: SERVICE BOTS 
AND SYNTHETIC COMPANIONS
Who doesn’t want a robotic sidekick 
to join them as they traverse the stars? 
Well, Cosmic Odyssey: Service Bots & 
Synthetic Companions has you covered! 
Cosmic Odyssey is a line of Starfinder 
Roleplaying Game-compatible products 
designed to give you all the tools you 
need to fully explore a classic motif 
of science fiction with new character 
options, equipment, and vessels, as well 
as a location and NPCs. Service Bots & 
Synthetic Companions brings you all the 
rules you need for building your very own 
robot pal, as well as several pre-made 
Service Bots (or SBs) and a rich tapestry 
of backdrops and plot hooks. Scheduled 
to ship in November 2017.
S2P FGG5001 ............................$19.95

THE GAMEMASTERS JOURNAL: 
ALLIES AND ADVERSARIES
The Gamemaster’s Allies and Adversaries 
Journal is perfect for game designers, 
novelists, and especially gamemasters 
wanting to keep track of all the non-player 
characters in their world. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
S2P FGG6003 ............................$29.95

THE GAMEMASTERS JOURNAL: 
CARTOGRAPHERS COMPANION
The Cartographer’s Companion is the 
premier map journal for Gamemasters, 
Game Designers, and those who just love 
the art of Cartography. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2017.
S2P FGG6001 ............................$29.95

THE GAMEMASTERS JOURNAL: 
ADVENTURE PLANNER
The Adventure Planner includes forms 
for recording game sessions, outlining 
and planning events and encounters, 
and designing major locations, and 
features areas for adventure backgrounds, 
introductions, and important aspects of 
the adventure, with sections for NPCs, 
monsters, and maps. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
S2P FGG6004 ............................$29.95

FASA GAMES

FAT GOBLIN GAMES
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THE GAMEMASTERS JOURNAL: 
MONSTER MEMOIR
The Gamemaster’s Monster Memoir is designed 
as a journal for you to catalogue all the various 
beasts and monstrosities you’ve designed for your 
world. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P FGG6005 ..................................... $29.95

THE GAMEMASTERS JOURNAL:  
STAR LOG
Build a solar system, design planets, and explore 
the geography of a moon or space station with 
The Gamemaster’s Star Log, featuring a collection 
of forms, documents, and sheets created to cover 
all aspects of cosmic design. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
S2P FGG6002 ......................................$29.95

THE GAMEMASTERS JOURNAL: 
WORLDBUILDING
Build nations, design kingdoms, and explore the 
geography of your realms with The Gamemaster’s 
Worldbuilding Journal, featuring a collection of 
forms, documents, and sheets created to cover 
all aspects of world design. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
S2P FGG6000 ....................................... $29.95

PATHFINDER RPG:  
8-BIT ADVENTURES -  
THE LEGEND OF HEROES
With power, strength, and wisdom new 
heroes are born! The Cursed Warrior 
Droch-lann and his army of monsters has 
laid siege on the Kingdom of Highland! 
Unfortunately for the poor people of the 
Highland Kingdom, the Legendary Hero 
hasn’t risen - yet. This means that your 
PCs are going to have to step up and help 
out! Luckily there are a variety of helpful 
items available, from the goblin poo stick 
and soup stone, to the powerful leaf mask 
and saga stone. The Legend of Heroes 
is an 8-Bit Adventure designed for the 
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. Scheduled 
to ship in October 2017.
S2P FGG1002 ............................$15.95

STARFINDER RPG:  
COSMIC ODYSSEY -  
PIRATES OF THE STARSTREAM
Join us on a voyage among the stars for 
Cosmic Odyssey: Pirates of the Starstream! 
Cosmic Odyssey is a line of Starfinder 
Roleplaying Game-compatible products 
designed to give you all the tools you 
need to fully explore a classic motif 
of science fiction with new character 
options, equipment, and vessels, as well 
as a location and NPCs. Pirates of the 
Starstream introduces the Eight-Pieces Port, 
a safe haven to criminals that caters to the 
corsairs and buccaneers of the spaceways. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P FGG5000 ............................$19.95

O/A TUNNELS & TROLLS:  
BUFFALO CASTLE
Revealed at last - why are you visiting this weird 
castle? What is the reason all of these crazy traps 
and unrelated rooms exist in one mysterious place? 
The first adventure written specifically for solitaire 
play and designed for use with Tunnels & Trolls 
warrior characters, Buffalo Castle features an 
abundance of rooms, traps, monsters, and treasure! 
FBI 8101 .................................................. $8.95

TUNNELS & TROLLS: ADVENTURERS 
COMPENDIUM
Descend into the hidden depths of Trollworld 
in search of gold and glory, and experience 
swashbuckling, mystical mayhem through the 
streets of Khazan, the seaside docks of Gull, 
and the frozen realm of the Circle of Ice with this 
series of classic solo and GM adventures taken 
from the Tunnels & Trolls Archives. First printed 
in the pages of Sorcerer’s Apprentice magazine 
over 30 years ago, this collection includes a 
cover gallery, a new GM Treasure Generator, 
and some Troll teasers and other goodies - all 
usable for Deluxe or classic Tunnels & Trolls. 
FBI 8125 ............................................. $11.95

O/A TUNNELS & TROLLS:  
NAKED DOOM REVISED EDITION
They’ve caught you - and you’re in trouble 
now! The City of Khazan doesn’t believe in 
coddling criminals, and now you must run the 
Royal Khazan Gauntlet of Criminal Retribution 
and Rehabilitation! Taken into the catacombs 
beneath the Khazan Courthouse, and stripped 
of all clothing, jewelry, weapons, amulets, and 
other devices, you must make your way through 
the series of tunnels and caves that lie ahead 
and escape with your life (and, if you’re lucky, 
treasure)! Naked Doom is a solitaire adventure 
for use with Tunnels & Trolls. 
FBI 8104 ............................................... $8.95

VS. STRANGER STUFF: SEASON 2
Vs. Stranger Stuff is a rules-light, tabletop 
roleplaying game of 80’s inspired 
adventure, horror, and science fiction. 
Prepare for an all-new round of mystery, 
terror, and excitement as Vs. Stranger 
Stuff: Season 2 offers revised and optional 
rules for playing the game in Easy, 
Normal, or Hard Mode, as well as all-new 
adventures and dangers! Scheduled to 
ship in October 2017.
S2P FGG3003 ............................$19.95

O/A DELUXE TUNNELS & TROLLS 
SOFTCOVER REVISED EDITION
Have you ever dreamed of being a bold and 
fearless adventurer, a warrior-king, or a cunning 
and powerful magician? You can be all these (and 
more) when you play Tunnels & Trolls - the worlds 
you explore and great quests you pursue are limited 
only by your imagination! This Deluxe Edition of 
Tunnels & Trolls features updated, revised, and 
optional core and solo rules, as well as full-color 
maps of Trollworld, Khazan, Khosht, and Knor, a 
comprehensive overview of Trollworld complete with 
descriptions of locations on every major continent 
and three cities, and a detailed timeline. 
FBI 9103 ................................................ $39.95

FLYING BUFFALO

OFFERED AGAIN
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O/A TUNNELS & TROLLS: 
DUNGEON OF THE BEAR
The oldest dungeon designed for Tunnels & 
Trolls, The Complete Dungeon of the Bear 
contains all the traditions, traps, tricks, and 
monsters found in the classic campaign, 
plus Michael Stackpole’s “Castle Ward”, 
the ruined edifice that stood over the 
entrance to the Dungeon of the Bear. 
FBI 8300 ......................................$8.95

STAR TREK 
ASCENDANCY

Scheduled to ship in October 2017.

MANHATTAN
Race to build skyscrapers around the world 
in this game of high-stakes high-rises! 
Corner the global market by controlling 
cities, and earn prestige with the tallest tower 
on earth! On each turn, you can bolster an 
existing building, break new ground, or take 
over an opponent’s edifice and claim it as 
your own. It’s your choice what will be most 
constructive. Fortunes can change in the 
blink of an eye, and only the most masterful 
mogul will come out on top in Manhattan! 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
FOX MDMANHATTAN ................$39.99

FOXMIND GAMES

GALE FORCE NINE

CARDASSIAN SHIP PACK (12)
GF9 ST014 .................................$10.00

FEDERATION SHIP PACK (12)
GF9 ST011 .................................$10.00

KLINGON SHIP PACK (12)
GF9 ST012 .................................$10.00

FERENGI SHIP PACK (12)
GF9 ST015 .................................$10.00

ROMULAN SHIP PACK (12)
GF9 ST013 .................................$10.00

FIREFLY ADVENTURES: 
BRIGANDS AND BROWNCOATS
In Firefly Adventures, a cooperative 
game of thrillin’ heroics and shameless 
misbehaving, players take on the roles 
of the crew of the Serenity, attempting to 
complete jobs in the Eavesdown Docks 
of Persephone to earn the Credits they 
need to keep flying. Firefly Adventures 
is scenario-based, with each job having 
its own challenges, opponents, and 
victory conditions that the players must 
complete in order to succeed. Firefly 
Adventures: Brigands and Browncoats 
includes “casual” and “heroic” 
miniatures for five crew members, 
as well as 10 different miniatures 
representing cowboys and thugs to 
fight against, double-sided board tiles, 
3D building terrain, cards, and dice. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
GF9 FADV01 ........................ $50.00

EMOJI COTTON GAMER BAG  
5” X 7”
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
GHG CB1032 ...............................$8.76

THE GALLANT HAND’S 
GAMERS GEAR

PURPLE SPOTS COTTON GAMER 
BAG 5” X 7”
 Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
GHG CB1033 ...............................$8.76

GAMES WORKSHOP

CITADEL

BARBED BRACKEN
GAW 64-52 ...............................$25.00

SKULLS
GAW 64-29 ...............................$25.00

CREEPING VINES
GAW 64-51 ...............................$25.00

WARHAMMER 40K

CHAOS SPACE MARINE DATACADS
GAW 43-02 ...............................$15.00

DEATHWORLD BARBED 
VENOMGORSE
GAW 64-03 ...............................$60.00

CHAOS SPACE MARINE CODEX 
(HARDCOVER)
GAW 43-01 ......................... $40.00

DEATHWORLD ELDRITCH RUINS
GAW 64-05 ...............................$40.00

DEATHWORLD  
SHARDWRACK SPINES
GAW 64-04 ...............................$35.00

GREY KNIGHTS DATACARDS
GAW 57-20 ...............................$15.00
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GREY KNIGHTS GRAND  
MASTER VOLDUS
GAW 57-11 ...............................$35.00

GREY KNIGHTS STRIKE SQUAD
GAW 57-08 ...............................$60.00

SPACE MARINE  
PRIMARIS HELLBLASTERS
GAW 48-76 ...............................$60.00

SPACE MARINE  
PRIMARIS INCEPTORS
GAW 48-79 ...............................$50.00

SPACE MARINE PRIMARIS 
ULTRAMARINE UPGRADES
GAW 48-81 ...............................$15.00

SPACE MARINE  
PRIMARIS INTERCESSORS
GAW 48-75 ...............................$60.00

GREY KNIGHTS CODEX 
(HARDCOVER)
GAW 57-01 ......................... $40.00

WARHAMMER  
AGE OF SIGMAR

CHAOS SLAVES TO DARKNESS 
HARBINGERS OF RUIN
GAW 83-79 ...............................$80.00

CHAOS WARHERDS  
BLOODFEAST GORGERS
GAW 81-16 ...............................$75.00

DEATH DEATHRATTLE  
BARROW LORDS
GAW 91-17 ...............................$65.00

DEATH NIGHTHAUNT  
TORMENTED SPIRITS
GAW 91-18 ...............................$55.00

DESTRUCTION ALEGUZZLER 
GARGANTS COLOSSAL CRUSHERS
GAW 89-34 ...............................$75.00

DESTRUCTION BEASTCLAW 
RAIDERS WARSCROLL CARDS
GAW 95-02 ...............................$15.00

DESTRUCTION BONESPLITTERZ 
WARSCROLL CARDS
GAW 89-05 ...............................$15.00

DESTRUCTION IRONJAWZ 
WARSCROLL CARDS
GAW 86-04 ...............................$15.00

GENERALS HANDBOOK 2017
GAW 80-14 ...............................$35.00

DESTRUCTION SPIDERFANG 
GROTZ VENOM CLAN
GAW 89-32 ...............................$65.00

OPEN WAR CARDS
GAW 80-24 ...............................$15.00

ORDER COLLEGIATE ARCANA 
MYSTIC BATTLE WIZARDS
GAW 86-26 ...............................$40.00

ORDER DAUGHTERS OF KHAINE 
BLOOD COVEN
GAW 85-17 .............................$100.00
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ORDER SYLVANETH WARSCROLL CARDS
GAW 92-03 ................................................................. $15.00

WARHAMMER  
UNDERWORLDS: SHADESPIRE
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
GAW 60010799005 ................................ $69.99

HEART OF CROWN:  
NORTHERN ENCHANTRESS EXPANSION
The Northern Limit Territory - the domain of a witch 
with powerful illusion magic. Northern Enchantress 
is the second expansion for Heart of Crown, taking 
the action to the northernmost part of the Empire. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
GGD JPG152 ..........................................................PI

AT ANY COST: METZ 1870 -  
THE DECIDING BATTLE OF  
THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR
On the morning of August 16th, 1870, at the 
Gravelotte crossroads outside the fortress of Metz, 
Napoleon III, Emperor of the French Second 
Empire, turned over command of the Army of 
the Rhine to a reluctant Marshal Francois Achille 
Bazaine. The Army of the Rhine, the last intact 
field army and already the last hope for France 
during the two-week old Franco-Prussian War, 
was gathered around the protection of the Metz 
fortress complex. The Prussian I and II Armies were 
sweeping forward, hot on the heels of the retiring 
French. Helmuth von Moltke, Chief of the Prussian 
General Staff, instructed his armies to wheel south 
of the fortress, cross the Moselle River, and attempt 
to catch the French in flank. The only problem 
with this plan was - where were the French? The resulting two-day campaign produced 
some of the more remarkable battles in military history – the Battles of Mars-La-Tour and 
Gravelotte-St. Privat. At Any Cost: Metz 1870 simulates the situation west of the Metz 
fortress during those few days of August 1870. Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
GMT 1719 ....................................................................................................$50.00

COIN: PENDRAGON -  
THE FALL OF ROMAN BRITAIN
Transporting players into the 4th and 5th Centuries 
A.D. and to the embattled Isle of Britannia, 
Pendragon - The Fall of Roman Britain, Volume 
8 in GMT’s COIN Series, covers a century of 
history from the first large-scale raids of Irish, 
Pict, and Saxon raiders, to the establishment of 
successor kingdoms, both Celtic and Germanic. 
This sumptuous volume adapts the celebrated 
asymmetrical COIN engine to depict the political, 
military, religious, and economic struggles of Dark 
Ages Britain. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
GMT 1720 ............................................. $59.00

GLOBAL GAMES

GMT GAMES

NEXT WAR: POLAND
Next War: Poland, the fourth volume in 
GMT’s Next War Series, moves the action 
from Asia to Europe and allows players 
to fight a near future war in Poland as 
the Russians and their allies invade and 
NATO responds. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2017.
GMT 1714 .................................$95.00

SPACE EMPIRES:  
REPLICATORS EXPANSION
This second expansion to Space Empires 
introduces an entirely new race (the 
Replicators) that also serves as a 5th 
player, as well as six new sheets of map 
terrain tiles and new ships and technology 
for the four core races. Scheduled to ship 
in December 2017.
GMT 1717 .................................$59.00

WELCOME TO CENTERVILLE
Fortunes will be made and fame will rise in 
Welcome to Centerville, as players portray 
entrepreneurs, tycoons, politicians, and 
other local movers and shakers working 
to develop a modern urban setting. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
GMT 1718 .................................$89.00

AGE OF CTHULHU:  
TREASURE CHEST
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IMP GMGTC3 .............................$35.00

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: 
2017 HALLOWEEN MODULE - 
SHADOW UNDER DEVIL’S REEF
A raging storm has made the waters around 
Devil’s Reef impossible to navigate safely. 
The noble galleon, The Royal Dawn, has run 
aground and Princess Kaeko from faraway 
Fu-Lamia is now missing! Untold riches and 
glory await those who successfully find the 
princess and safely deliver her to Black 
Sand Port. As the greedy and ambitious 
adventurers set out to find the princess, 
their thoughts linger on the few Royal Dawn 
survivors that washed up on the beach with 
bodies that were corrupted by strange frog-
like mutations. What kind of evil awaits 
the adventurers on that forbidden island? 
Shadow Under Devil’s Reef is a Level 1, 
horror-themed Dungeon Crawl. Scheduled 
to ship in October 2017.
IMP GMG53017 ...........................$9.99

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: #94 
NEON KNIGHTS
Ten-thousand flawless killers surround the 
city. Utterly silent in battle and in death, 
and seemingly unconquerable, they mean 
to choke the life out of the age-old city and 
leave it an empty ruin. How do you defeat 
an impregnable foe? Neon Knights is a 
Level 3 Dungeon Crawl. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2017.
IMP GMG5095 .............................$9.99

GOODMAN GAMES
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DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: #95 
ENTER THE DRAGON
The Isle of Dagon: to common folk, it 
presages death, pestilence, and woe. To 
warlocks, witches, and wizards, however, 
the isle offers a wealth of occult power, 
forbidden knowledge, and spells beyond 
the ken of mortal man. But before you 
can lay claim to the island’s secrets, you 
must first survive its fabled spell duels - a 
series of death matches where only one 
caster may reign supreme! It’s time to Enter 
the Dagon, a Level 3 Dungeon Crawl. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IMP GMG5096 .............................$9.99

GEN CON 2017 PROGRAM GUIDE
The Goodman Games Gen Con Program Guide 
is an annual compilation of one-off material for 
fans of Dungeon Crawl Classics, Judges Guild, 
and Metamorphosis Alpha. This year’s massive 
issue includes several new Dungeon Crawl 
Classics adventures, DCC stats for Lovecraftian 
monsters, the long-awaited Dinosaur Crawl 
Classics conversion of Broncosaurus Rex, and 
new Dungeon Alphabet letters. Scheduled to ship 
in September 2017.
IMP GMGGC17 ................................... $19.99

MUTANT CRAWL CLASSICS RPG: 
#7 RELIQUARY OF THE ANCIENTS
When a terraquake reveals that your 
jungle village has existed for centuries 
atop an installation of the Ancient Ones, 
your good fortune seems too good to be 
true. Surely enough artifacts and ancient 
lore exists to satisfy desires for power 
both subtle and gross. But your tribe’s 
Seeker teams are all out on missions, so 
it falls upon you and your companions 
to explore for the hidden treasures 
and knowledge that lie in the reliquary 
beneath your feet. Some of you will even 
make it back. Probably. Reliquary of the 
Ancients is a Level 0 adventure for Mutant 
Crawl Classics. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2017.
IMP GMG6217 .............................$9.99

ORIGINAL ADVENTURES 
REINCARNATED #1:  
INTO THE BOARDERLANDS
The Borderlands. An untamed wild region 
far flung from the comforts and protection 
of civilization. A lone fortified Keep is the 
only bastion of Good desperately striving 
to maintain the forces of Chaos at bay. But 
Evil is everywhere, lurking in dark caves, 
fetid swamps, and forlorn forests. The 
Borderlands hold many secret, wondrous 
locations, and the opportunities for fame, 
prestige, and fortune are plentiful. But 
equally abundant are the perils, risks, 
and challenges to those brave enough to 
explore the wilds. Sharpen your swords 
and axes. Purchase your iron rations and 
tinderboxes. And don’t forget at least one 
10-foot pole. Adventure awaits those 
with the mettle to confront Chaos in the 
Borderlands! An homage to the origins of adventure that began decades ago with B1: 
In Search of the Unknown and B2: The Keep on the Borderlands, Into the Borderlands 
features full 5th Edition conversions of both classic adventures, as well as brand-
new locations to further expand and develop the Borderlands. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2017.
IMP GMG5001 .........................................................................................$39.99

GREENBRIER GAMES

FOLKLORE: THE AFFLICTION - 
WORLD EVENTS
World Events adds Environments, 
Festivals, Seasons, and Towns to Folklore: 
The Affliction. These optional mechanics 
provide additional variety and tension, 
altering your path through the main 
storylines for better - or for worse. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
PSI GNEFL03 ..............................$11.95

GRIMSLINGERS 3RD EDITION
Welcome, stranger! Guess yer the newest 
addition to our ragtag group of ‘slingers! 
The Iron Witch, a downright mysterious 
being, has imbued you with powerful 
magics for some unknown purpose. Now, 
he’s requiring all newly sired witches, 
including yerself, to duel each other 
and prove your worth! Battle strange 
creatures, overcome intense challenges, 
collect loot and paranormal items, gain 
levels, and explore the Forgotten West in 
Grimslingers, a strategic card game set 
in a sci-fi fantasy western where players 
use elemental spells, their wits, and just the 
right amount of luck to survive - and win! 
This 3rd Edition of Grimslingers includes 
rules updates and clarifications, as well 
as upgraded cards. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2017.
PSI GNEGSTBD ...........................$29.95

VENGEANCE
Left for dead by shady underworld gangs, 
you’re only recourse is Vengeance! 
Vengeance is a fast-paced, semi-
cooperative, miniatures board game 
where players take their rage-fueled 
broken hero, build them up, and gather 
intel on the baddies before taking the 
fight to their own turf. Take your bloody 
revenge through action-packed fight 
sequences made up of dice-based puzzles. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
PSI GNEBMVE001EN ..................$95.95

VENGEANCE: ROSARI EXPANSION
The Rosari Clan Expansion includes all the 
components needed to add a fifth player 
to the Vengeance base game. It also 
introduces a new gang (the vicious Rosari 
Clan) and a new Hero (Reverend Gray) to 
the carnage of Vengeance. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
PSI GNEBMVE002EN ..................$40.00

LADDER 29
As experts in the time-honored business 
of firefighting, players in the climbing, 
trick-taking card game Ladder 29 attempt 
to extinguish their hand of cards while 
facing difficult challenges that hinder their 
abilities and choices. Players must decide 
when to play it safe and when to put it all 
on the line and turn up the heat around the 
gaming table! A hot spot you select will 
define how many points you score based 
on when you go out, and will also provide 
a challenging rule that applies only to you. 
Keep climbing until a player hits 29 points! 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IMP GCG008 .............................$20.00

THE DREAD HOUSE RPG 
HARDCOVER
The ancient edifice of Kaseh Tashmere sits 
atop a hill overlooking the remote, sleepy 
town of Sorenton. Thirty years ago it served 
as host to a wedding the likes of which 
had never before been seen. Something 
slaughtered the wedding party and all the 
guests the night before the nuptials were 
to take place. Now Kaseh Tashmere is 
haunted by their ghosts. Can YOU solve 
the mystery and break the curse of The 
Dread Wedding - before the ghosts do you 
in? A haunted house of epic proportions 
featuring stats playable with Pathfinder, 
5th Edition, and Call of Cthulhu, The 
Dread House is a combination adventure 
and setting sourcebook that contains 19 
haunting scenarios designed for multiple 
eras, including medieval, the Roaring 
20’s, the present day, and near future. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
HDG 8000 .................................$49.95

GREEN COUCH GAMES

HAMMERDOG GAMES
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DAEMON TRILOGY: SUBROSA
The Daemon Trilogy is rooted in a world 
of Noble Houses who have captured 
Daemons and used their abilities and 
power to grow their own renown and 
wealth. Using notable characters, 
assassins, mercenaries, and other 
devious tactics, players will continue 
growing the riches of their house - or 
fall to the power of another! In Daemon 
Trilogy: Subrosa, a card-drafting 
skirmish game, players compete to fulfill 
contracts and gain the most influence in 
the Empire. Taking you along a story of 

power, control, and double-dealings in a battle of supremacy between five great houses, 
players in Subrosa recruit mercenaries from their hand to take on and fulfill contracts. 
Completing these contracts will win you influence and, eventually, control of the Empire. 
Daemon Trilogy: Subrosa uses App-enhanced gameplay, allowing 2-5 players to perform 
secret actions and abilities, giving everyone the shadow of secrecy to best play cards and 
collect their contracts.
IDW 01281 ................................................................................................... $29.99

7TH SEA RPG: 2ND EDITION -  
THE NEW WORLD
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
PSI JWP7008 ..............................$39.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:  
WINTER ETERNAL ADVENTURE 
GUIDE - VOLUME 1
Ehlerrac is a dangerous place no 
matter where you are on the frozen 
continent. Volume 1 of the Winter Eternal 
Adventure Guide offers new locations, 
adventure ideas, and monsters to use in 
the wastelands or the cities. From shard 
mining-camps to postal services, this 
Savage Worlds sourcebook expands on 
life in the dark world, and includes four 
Savage Tales and two one sheets for 
adventures inside and outside the cities. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P 30201 .................................$24.99

JUNGLE JOUST
In the far tropical reaches of the kingdom, 
a new twist on a classic competition has 
emerged; brave warriors compete in jousting 
competitions while mounted on mighty rhinos, 
making even the strongest warhorse seem weak 
in comparison! With clever card play, do your 
best to influence the riders as you wager on 
different aspects of their performance. Try to 
pick winners and walk away rich before your 
rider and wealth clatters away in the dust in 
Jungle Joust!
IDW 01275 ....................................... $29.99

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 
TURTLES: SHADOWS OF THE PAST, 
HERO PACK SPLINTER
For use with Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles: Shadows of the Past, the Splinter 
Hero Pack allows players to take control 
of Master Splinter in any scenario and 
rule the foot with age and experience. 
Designer Kevin Wilson has brought the 
sage-like leader of the TMNT from the 
comic series to the tabletop with four 
new scenarios of heart-pumping action. 
The Splinter Hero Pack also features the 
introduction of the mechanized terrors of 
the Turtleverse: MOUSERS! This Hero Pack 
comes complete with a Splinter plastic 
miniature with a Hero sheet, eight Special 
move/ability cards, and three custom 
dice, plus 15 MOUSER tokens, a MOUSER 
villain sheet, and an Adventure Comic.
IDW 01261 ................................$17.99

HAWK WARGAMES

DROPFLEET COMMANDER
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.

PHR AGAMEMNON/PRIAM CLASS 
BATTLECRUISER
HWG HDF24003 ........................$38.00

SCOURGE AKUMA/BANSHEE 
CLASS BATTLECRUISER
HWG HDF22003 ........................$38.00

PHR FLEET DEAL
HWG HDF34004 ......................$149.00

SCOURGE FLEET DEAL
HWG HDF32004 ......................$149.00

SHALTARI FLEET DEAL
HWG HDF33004 ......................$149.00

SHALTARI RUBY/SAPPHIRE  
CLASS BATTLECRUISER
HWG HDF23003 ........................$38.00

UCM JOHANNESBURG/PERTH 
CLASS BATTLECRUISER
HWG HDF21003 ........................$38.00

UCM FLEET DEAL
HWG HDF31004 ......................$149.00

IDW GAMES

IELLO

JOHN WICK PRESENTS

JUST INSERT 
IMAGINATION

TERROR EYES
TerrorEyes can’t see anything! His eyes 
have fallen out - again! To win, help 
him put them back correctly before 
someone else does! In TerrorEyes, roll 
Eye dice as fast as possible to find the 
right eyes and put them back in place 
in the monster’s face. While you do 
this, other players take turns rolling the 
red Hand die until they roll the Hand, 
which lets them take the Eye dice, 
complete the face, and score points! 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IEL 00063 ............................. $19.99

KNIGHTS OF THE  
DINNER TABLE # 246
The multiple award-winning Knights of 
the Dinner Table is a slice of (fantasy) 
life reflected in strips, articles, reviews, 
and features, and a positive celebration 
of gaming culture! Scheduled to ship in 
August 2017.
KEN 246 ......................................$5.99

CLANS OF CALEDONIA: COIN SET
Upgrade your Clans of Caledonia game 
with this unique metal coins accessory set. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
IMP KMA202 ..............................$28.00

KARMA GAMES

KENZER & COMPANY
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YU-GI-OH! TCG: CYBERSE LINK STRUCTURE 
DECK DISPLAY (8)
The Cyberse take Dueling technology into a new era! 
Delve deeper into the new Cyberse and Link Monsters 
with Structure Deck: Cyberse Link! Each 43-card Structure 
Deck for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game comes with 
a Beginner’s Guide and an updated Game Mat with new 
Extra Monster Zones. Offered in 8-count displays. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
KON 83541 ......................................................$79.92

YU-GI-OH! TCG: CIRCUIT BREAK SPECIAL 
EDITION BOX DISPLAY (10)
Marionettes! Mad Scientists! Vengeful Spirits! More Link 
Monsters! Circuit Break boasts a wide variety of cards that 
let you do incredible things no matter what kind of strategy 
you want to employ. Each Circuit Break Special Edition for 
the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game contains three Circuit 
Break booster packs, 1 of 2 Super Rare variant cards (The 
Winged Dragon of Ra - Sphere Mode or Stardust Chronicle 
Spark Dragon), and 1 of 2 Super Rare preview cards from 
the Spring 2018 booster set. Offered in 10-count displays. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 83485 ................................................. $99.90

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

FIFTH EDITION:  
WRATH OF THE RIVER KING
Face the River’s Fury! In the tiny hamlet of 
Riverbend, the miller’s wife is missing, and the locals 
suspect that the husband, himself, was involved. 
But all is far from what it seems. Ellessandra, the 
missing woman, is actually an elf from the Summer 
Lands. She came to live in the human settlement 
when the miller made a dangerous pact with the 
River King, the lands’ powerful sidhe ruler. Now, 
the adventurers must unravel the truth behind 
Ellessandra’s disappearance, piece together the 
involvement of a young brownie-turned-fey-lord, 
and dive into the fey courts of the Summer Lands to stop a raid that would surely spell 
Riverbend’s doom. Wrath of the River King is a 5th Edition adventure designed for 4th-6th 
level characters chock-full of hijinks and trickery. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
PZO KOBWRK5E ........................................................................................... $24.99

ELDRITCH LAIRS RPG
Confront Evil in its Den! To seasoned 
adventurers, the doom-laden chanting of 
priests and the cackling of evil wizards can 
only mean one thing: deadly peril, and 
the chance for treasure! (Okay, those are 
two things.) Eldritch Lairs brings you eight 
complete adventures for 4th to 8th level 
player characters, set in the magic-blasted 
wilderness, dungeons, and deserts. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
FIFTH EDITION
PZO KOBEL5E ............................$24.99
PATHFINDER
PZO KOBELPF .............................$24.99

FIFTH EDITION: PREPARED 2 - 
TOMBS AND DOOMS
So, your players went off on a tangent? 
Never fear - Prepared 2 offers GMs quick 
solutions to keep the game moving and 
players entertained, while you figure out 
your next move. Here are a dozen short, 
one-shot 5th Edition adventures for every 
environment, designed for character Levels 1 
to 15. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
PZO KOBPREP2 ..........................$19.99

KOBOLD PRESS

O/A DICE BAG:  
LEATHER DICE BAG
KOP 18833 ..................................$4.50

O/A DICE BAG:  
LEATHER DICE POUCH
KOP 19043 ..................................$5.50

MILLENNIUM BLADES:  
FUSION EXPANSION
This expansion for Millennium Blades 
introduces two new characters (Raritti 
Sikhar, Card Fusion Master and Shafille 
DuCarte, CCG Archaeologist), as well 
as extra promos and bonus deck boxes. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
IMP L99MBP03 ...........................$12.00

I CAN’T EVEN WITH  
THESE MONSTERS
Who invited all these monsters to game 
night? I Can’t Even is a series of drafting 
games that all share one rule: the player 
with the highest odd score wins! This 
edition introduces these Monster Cards 
to the mix: Amalgam, Blob, Ghost, 
Ichthid, Mummy, Vampire, and Werewolf. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
IMP L99ICE01 .............................$25.00

DICE BAG: LEATHER  
DICE POUCH - SMALL
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
KOP 19042 ..................................$4.50

KOPLOW GAMES

OFFERED AGAIN

LEVEL 99 GAMES

YU-GI-OH! TCG:  
SPIRIT WARRIORS  
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
Link Monsters! Extra Monster Zones! 
The Return of the Six Samurai! This 
60-card expansion to the Yu-Gi-Oh! 
Trading Card Game welcomes back 
a long-time favorite theme in addition 
to introducing two brand-new Deck 
themes! 5-cards per pack / 24 packs 
per display. NOTE: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
KON 83558 ......................... $95.76
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SELLSWORDS: OLYMPUS
Choose your champions, battle for 
glory, and win the favor of the gods in 
Sellswords: Olympus! Gear up for war 
in this epic head-to-head contest of wits 
and strategy. Use a diverse assortment of 
men, creatures, and even gods to capture 
enemies and control the battlefield! With 
50 different sellswords at your disposal, 
each battle will be legendary! Scheduled 
to ship in August 2017.
IMP L99SLS02 .............................$25.00

DRUNKQUEST (TIN PACKAGING)
Kill Monsters! Grab the Loot! Get Drunk! 
Level Up your Party with DrunkQuest, the 
fast, fun, drinking game that mixes quick 
card game mechanics with classic fantasy 
adventure themes! In DrunkQuest, players 
must defeat monsters in ‘Drunk Combat’. 
Each monster has a drink value that must 
be taken in order to defeat it. But it’s no 
easy task as other players are trying to stop 
you from defeating your monster using 
their cards to add drinks to the difficulty 
- or even stealing it for themselves! Each 
monster defeated also grants a level, and 
the first player to reach Level Six wins! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
NJD 430105 ..............................$34.95

LOOT CORPS

MANTIC 
ENTERTAINMENT

WARPATH
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.

ARBITER INTERCEPTER
MGE MGWPE405 ......................$49.99

ENFORCER AJAX SIEGE STRIDER
MGE MGWPE403 ......................$29.99

ENFORCER ACCUSER 
INTERCEPTOR/ 
PERSECUTOR BOMBER
MGE MGWPE401 ......................$39.99

ENFORCER COMMAND
MGE MGWPE202 ......................$17.99

FORGE FATHER DRAKKAR APC
MGE MGWPF408 .......................$29.99

FORGE FATHERS  
HULTR HALF-TRACK
MGE MGWPF403 .......................$24.99

DECK BOX
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.

FULL MOON
MAX 100LWWF-NEW ........................ PI

THIRST
MAX 100LVTH-NEW ........................... PI

O/A FULL MOON
SHUFFLE-TECH SLEEVES (50) 
MAX 7060LWWF ............................... PI
PLAYMAT
MAX 8010MWWF ............................. PI

NUTS
MAX 100LASQ-NEW ......................... PI

O/A NUTS
SHUFFLE-TECH SLEEVES (50) 
MAX 7060LASQ ................................. PI
PLAYMAT
MAX 8010MASQ ............................... PI

FORGE FATHER STURNHAMMER 
BATTLE TANK
MGE MGWPF401 .......................$39.99

FORGE FATHERS  
THORGARIM TEAM
MGE MGWPF306 .......................$19.99

MAX PROTECTION

OFFERED AGAIN
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O/A THIRST
SHUFFLE-TECH SLEEVES (50) 
MAX 7060LVTH .................................. PI
PLAYMAT
MAX 8010MVTH ................................ PI

WALK THE PLANK CARD GAME: 
TIN EDITION
In this prequel to Get Bit!, players 
represent scallywags in a pirate ship’s 
crew. The captain has rounded you up 
because you’re all too lazy and thick-
skulled to be worth your weight in rum 
and booty, so he’s decided to keep two of 
you in his crew. To prove your salt, you’ll 
need to fight amongst yourselves, trying 
to shove other players’ pirates off the end 
of the plank while keeping yours alive. 
The last two pirates standing earn their 
place on the ship (and maybe some rum 
& booty, too!) Offered in a collector’s tin, 
this Deluxe Edition of the Walk the Plank 
card game features a reworked version 
of the rules, all new artwork (by Felideus 
Bubastis), screen-printed meeples, and the 
Ghost Meeple mini-expansion (with rules). 
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
MDG 4319 .................................$25.00

LINEUP
In Lineup, the memory game of quick looks 
and tricky crooks, players travel the game 
board and stop at each of six crime scenes 
to take a five-second eyewitness glance 
at the suspect. Study the picture, because 
when you head back to the police station 
for a lineup, you’ll face a challenging 
string of look-alike suspects! Scheduled to 
ship in September 2017.
MDW 48145 ...................................... PI

MUTANT CHRONICLES RPG:  
DARK EDEN CAMPAIGN
The Second Dark Legion War has escalated 
to encompass the entire solar system, with 
humanity hard-pressed to hold back the 
swelling tide of Darkness. A surge of Heresy 
has stretched the Brotherhood to the breaking 
point, while the megacorporations are throwing 
a rising body count into the ever-hungry maw 
of the Dark Legion. A slim chance of salvation 
leads the Cardinal to call upon the heroes of 
yesteryear and task them with uncovering 
Ancient technology that will turn the tide of war 
in humanity’s favor - technology hidden on 
humanity’s former home, Dark Eden. A heroic 
campaign for Mutant Chronicles, Dark Eden is 
designed to bring the events that began with 
the Dark Symmetry Campaign to a climactic 
conclusion. Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
IMP MUH050018 .......................$25.00

BURST OUT LAUGHING GAS
In Burst Out Laughing Gas, the hilarious 
board game that brings phrases and 
family together, players grab a partner 
and a card featuring two common 
phrases, and have to give clues to each 
while the other must figure out the separate 
phrases and put them together to create 
the combined solution, or combolution. 
Each combolution solved before the time 
runs out will earn your team a ‘Speak Your 
Piece of Cake’ scoring token, and the first 
team to get 20 tokens wins! Scheduled to 
ship in September 2017.
MDW 13771160 ................................ PI

SPACE 1889: UBIQUITY DICE SET
This set includes nine 8-sided dice for use 
with any roleplaying game that uses the 
Ubiquity rules system. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2017.
IMP MUH051055 .......................$14.99

MAYDAY GAMES

MINDWARE

MODIPHIUS

MONGOOSE  
PUBLISHING

TRAVELLER RPG:  
THE PIRATES OF DRINAX
In The Pirates of Drinax, the Travellers are 
entrusted by the King of Drinax with a 
letter of marque, permitting them to prey 
on illegal trade within the borders of the 
vanished kingdom. The King hopes this 
piracy will give him the leverage he needs 
to restore Drinax to its former glory, and 
intends for the Travellers to win back all the 
planets lost over the last two centuries. But, 
will they stay loyal to their patron and help 
restore Drinax, or turn rogue and create 
their own kingdom? Will they be heroes 
or monsters, pirates or privateers? Will 
they make their fortune amid the pitiless 
stars, or will the cold depths of the Trojan 
Reach be their grave? Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
S2P MGP40009 ..........................$99.99

HELIONOX - DELUXE
In the distant future, our civilization, 
spread throughout the solar system, relies 
on a Solar Lift for power. Through neglect 
(or sabotage) the Lift is now failing, and 
our very survival is at risk! In Helionox 
- the Last Sunset, a sci-fi deck-building 
strategy game, terrible events plague the 
solar system as the result of a dying sun. 
As Architects of the Future, players vie for 
influence among the remaining populace. 
Craft your deck with powerful faction 
cards, explore and exploit the system’s 
worlds, and gain the most influence so you 
can lead civilization to a new beginning 
in the wake of the Helionox. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2017.
MIB 1012 ...................................$59.99

MR. B GAMES

THE AGENTS: SPECIAL AGENTS
This expansion for The Agents contains 40 
new mission cards, including two versions 
of 20 new unique agent cards to add to 
the base set.
NJD 411103 ..............................$19.99

FEUDUM
Blimey! You and your blokes have been 
banished and stripped of everything but a 
few shillings and table scraps. Undaunted, 
you journey to a strange land to reinvent 
yourself and reclaim your honor! Will 
you farm the earth, fight as knights, or 
finagle your own feudums? Feudum is a 
fierce, yet frolicsome game of fiefdoms 
and feudal lords in which you optimize 
your hand, leverage your resources, and 
compete for guild status in a fantastical 
land. Six uniquely powered characters 
and multiple paths to victory make for an 
ever-changing, open-world experience 
each time you play! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2017.
IMP ODD100 ..............................$79.99

FEUDUM: ALTER EGO EXPANSION
Heavens to Betsy! Or is it Betty? Just when 
you think you know the locals, their moods 
get all mishmashed and its hard to predict 
what they’re going to do next! The Alter 
Ego expansion for Feudum lets you replace 
up to six of your action cards with alternate 
cards featuring new special abilities. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
IMP ODD130 ..............................$24.99

NINJA DIVISION GAMES

ODD BIRD GAMES
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FEUDUM: WINDMILLS & 
CATAPULTS EXPANSION
Bull spit and horse feathers! More strange 
folk have migrated to your neck of the 
woods, leaving you with little elbowroom. 
The Windmills & Catapults expansion 
for Feudum introduces new landscape 
tiles, a windmill that spins, and/or a 6th 
player to the game. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2017.
IMP ODD110 ..............................$29.99

PUGMIRE RPG
Be a Good Dog! Protect Your Home! Be 
Loyal To Those Who Are True! Fetch 
What Has Been Left Behind! These are the 
words of the ‘Code of Man’. Dogs have 
inherited the earth, building the kingdom 
of Pugmire thousands of years after the 
Ages of Man. These dogs have evolved to 
use tools and language, and they (along 
with other races of ‘uplifted’ animals) seek 
to rediscover the world they’ve inherited. 
Some dogs use the leftover technology 
of humanity, but they believe it all to be 
magic handed down to them by their 
dead gods. Others seek to create an ideal 
civilization, using a Code of Man compiled 
from ancient, fragmentary lore. The world 
Pugmire is dangerous and mysterious, but 
courageous and loyal dogs will persevere! 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P ONXPUG002 .......................$49.99

ONYX PATH PUBLISHING

FEUDUM: SEALS  
& SIRENS EXPANSION
Codswallop! A famine has emptied your 
bars and you must look to the sea for 
sustenance. But beware! Not all fins are 
friendly. The Seals & Sirens expansion for 
Feudum introduces another food source 
and a monster to the game. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2017.
IMP ODD120 ..............................$24.99

FEUDUM: SQUIRRELS  
& CONIFERS EXPANSION
Tickety-Boo, you’re off to chop wood. 
Now find a squirrel and make some stew! 
The Squirrels & Conifers expansion for 
Feudum replaces the green goods with 
pink cubes (squirrels) to create multiplying 
food sources on the map. It also enhances 
accessibility for color blind players. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
IMP ODD140 ..............................$14.99

HISTORY OF THE ROYAL ARMY 
PHYSICAL TRAINING CORPS
Formed in 1860 as the Army Gymnastic 
Staff, the Royal Army Physical Training 
Corps (RAPTC) have been keeping 
the British Army in shape for just over 
150 years. Drawn from every regiment 
in the army, prospective candidates 
undergo 30 weeks of intensive training 
before qualifying as a Royal Army 
Physical Training Corps Instructor. This 
is a complete history of the RAPTC 
from its formation to the present day, 
illustrated with stunning images from the 
regimental collection, including historical 
photographs, commissioned pictures 
of objects and fine art, and facsimile 
reproductions of documents. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2017.
OSP GM270 ..............................$60.00

OSPREY PUBLISHING

PATHFINDER RPG:  
CAMPAIGN SETTING -  
TALDOR - THE FIRST EMPIRE
Kingdoms rise and nations fall, but Taldor 
endures! The first empire of the Inner 
Sea remains a powerhouse even after 
five-thousand years, its vast lands rife 
with adventure and intrigue. Explore its 
deadly politics, lost history, and towering 
monuments in Pathfinder Campaign 
Setting: Taldor - The First Empire. Taldor 
is a land of contradictions, indescribable 
splendor and urban decay, saturated 
with history both fondly remembered and 
deliberately forgotten. Discover incredible 
wealth by plumbing the First Empire’s 
storied past and battling its great threats, 
or meet terrible ruin on perfumed lips 
and heady wines. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2017.
PZO 92105 ................................$22.99

PATHFINDER RPG: MAP PACK - FROZEN SITES
Map Pack: Frozen Sites features 18 full-color, 5 x 8-inch 
map tiles, stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason A. 
Engle, featuring the most dangerous sites nesting amid 
the snow and ice of a frigid landscape. Wet, dry, and 
permanent markers erase with ease from these tiles! 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
PZO 4071 ......................................................... $14.99

ARMIES OF THE FIRST  
CARLIST WAR 1833-39
The First Carlist War broke out after the death 
of King Ferdinand VII, the king restored 
at the end of the Peninsular War thanks to 
Wellington’s victory. This fascinating, little 
known, multi-national campaign provides a 
fascinating postscript to the Peninsular War of 
1808-14, and its uniforms present a colorful 
and varied spectacle. Scheduled to ship in 
December 2017.
OSP MAA515 .................................... $18.00

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE CARD 
GAME: HUNTER CLASS DECK
A 109-card accessory for the Pathfinder 
Adventure Card Game, the Hunter Class 
Deck features three new characters who 
track down beasts and malefactors, and 
gives you the cards you need to add some 
hot pursuit to your game. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2017.
PZO 6825 ..................................$19.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE 
PATH - RUINS OF AZLANT PART 5 
- TOWER OF THE DROWNED DEAD
After learning that a powerful and ancient 
enemy is planning to steal a doomsday 
weapon and use it against humanity, the 
adventurers visit a ruined, undersea tower 
belonging to an undead survivor of the 
cataclysm that destroyed ancient Azlant. In 
pursuit of the veiled master who they believe 
has infiltrated the tower, the heroes make 
their way through the submerged ruin, 
fighting against the tower’s defenses and 
undead occupants. Continuing the Ruins 
of Azlant Adventure Path, Tower of the 
Drowned Dead is a Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game adventure for 13th-level characters. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
PZO 90125 ................................$24.99

PAIZO PUBLISHING
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STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE 
PATH - DEAD SUNS PART 3 - 
SPLINTERED WORLDS
Tracking the Cult of the Devourer to its 
hidden command post, the heroes must 
overcome the planet’s undead inhabitants 
to uncover the cult’s true motives - the 
search for clues to the location of an alien 
superweapon! Continuing the Dead Suns 
Adventure Path, Splintered Worlds is a 
Starfinder Roleplaying Game adventure 
for 5th-level characters. Scheduled to ship 
in December 2017.
PZO 7203 ..................................$22.99

STARFINDER RPG:  
FLIP-MAT - STARSHIP
Taking adventure into the stars requires 
a sturdy vessel to get you there, and 
Starfinder Flip-Mat: Starship provides you 
with two very different starships to pilot, 
explore, or raid. This double-sided map 
features a sleek exploration and courier 
ship on one side and a militaristic dropship 
that doubles as an industrial freighter on the 
other. Wet erase, dry erase, and permanent 
markers remove from these maps with 
ease! Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
PZO 7304 ..................................$14.99

PATHFINDER RPG: PLAYER 
COMPANION - POTIONS & POISONS
Whether your concoctions come from the 
laboratory or the cauldron, you’ll find something 
miraculous in this collection of tinctures and toxins 
for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. 
Take a swig from a sea of new potions, elixirs, 
and stranger alchemical wonders, or cook up 
poisons capable of crippling, killing, and worse. 
New archetypes, feats, magic items, and other 
character options also provide a whole new 
recipe book for characters ready to test the limits 
of magic and science. With Potions & Poisons, 
you’ll have a formula for whatever threat bubbles 
up! Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
PZO 9487 .......................................... $14.99

ARCANIS RPG:  
FORGED IN MAGIC - REFORGED
Forged in Magic: Reforged contains over 400+ 
magic items for your 5E campaign - from 
enchanted weapons, armors, rings, and shields 
to mystical potions, magical staffs, and a myriad 
of wondrous items. You’ll also find a new rules, 
such as Other Worldly Patrons for Warlocks, as 
well as new weapons, armors, spells, and a Rune 
Magic system that gives versatility to magic items 
without unbalancing your game. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
S2P PCI2601 ........................................ $44.99

PARADIGM CONCEPTS

QALIDAR: QRITTER QATALOG
The Qritter Qatalog is jam-packed with a host of 
new and frightening monsters, including creatures 
and critters from previous Qalidar sourcebooks. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P PYN1707 ..................................... $14.99

PERYTON PUBLISHING

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: WEIRD 
WAR I - COLLECTORS BOX SET
This Collector’s Box Set contains softcover 
editions of the Weird War I Player’s Guide 
and Master’s Handbook, as well as a GM 
Screen (with Adventure), Map Set: No 
Mans Land/Village, and Map Set: Bridge/
Trenches, plus Bennies (20) and a Dice Set. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P 10625 .................................$79.99

PINNACLE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

PLAID HAT GAMES

ASHES: THE MASTERS OF GRAVITY EXPANSION
Harness the power of gravity itself with The Masters of Gravity expansion 
deck for Ashes: Rise of the Phoenixborn, introducing a new Phoenixborn, 
Echo Greystorm, accompanied by a full deck of spell, ally, and other 
cards that can be incorporated into any Ashes deck. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
PHG PH1207 ............................................................................ $14.95

ASHES: THE PATH OF  
ASSASSINS EXPANSION
Return to the world of Argaia and see 
the world through the eyes of a new 
Phoenixborn with The Path of Assassins 
expansion deck for Ashes: Rise of the 
Phoenixborn! Born in bonds, Jericho Kill 
now sits on the throne of Abylon. Trained in 
combat from a young age, she brings her 
unique skills to the Ashes universe, allowing 
you to experiment with new strategies and 
paths to victory against other Phoenixborn. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
PHG PH1208 ............................... $14.95
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POKÉMON TCG:  
SHINY SILVALLY-GX BOX
Silvally-GX is one of a kind - a synthetic 
Pokémon that moves around any battle 
with ease! With this Shiny Silvally-GX 
Box, you get a playable foil card and 
an awesome oversized card featuring 
Silvally-GX as a rare Shiny Pokémon, plus 
four Pokémon TCG booster packs and a 
code card for the Pokémon Trading Card 
Game Online. 
PUI 80338 .......................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: SILVALLY  
FIGURE COLLECTION
With scissor-sharp moves, the astonishing 
Silvally knows how to battle, swift and 
sure! With this Silvally Figure Collection, 
you get Silvally both as a never-before-
seen foil promo card and an awesome 
sculpted figure, as well as four Pokémon 
TCG booster packs. 
PUI 80326 .......................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: PREMIUM 
TRAINER’S XY COLLECTION
With more than a dozen full-art promo 
cards and an amazing assembly of 
accessories, the Premium Trainer’s XY 
Collection stands out as a player’s 
paradise! Each Premium Trainer’s XY 
Collection boasts full-art foil promo cards 
showcasing Shaymin-EX and Yveltal-EX, 
plus 12 more full-art foil promo cards of 
Aegislash-EX, Jirachi, N, and more! Also 
included are two Pokémon TCG booster 
packs from the XY Series, a metal Pikachu 
collector’s coin, two sets of 65 card sleeves 
and a double deck box featuring Xerneas 
and Yveltal, two sets of tournament-ready 
dice, and a code card for the Pokémon 
Trading Card Game Online. 
PUI 80337 .......................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: SHINING 
LEGENDS COLLECTOR CHEST
A trove of Pokémon treasures can 
be found in this sturdy metal case 
containing more than a dozen special 
Pokémon goodies, including many not 
found anywhere else. The Pokémon 
TCG: Shining Legends Collector Chest 
comes with five Pokémon TCG: Shining 
Legends booster packs, three foil promo 
cards featuring Pikachu, Latias, and 
Latios, a cool Pokémon collectible coin, 
two colorful sticker sheets, a Pokémon 
notepad, four pencils, and a collector’s 
album to store your favorite cards. 
PUI 80325 .......................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: ULTRA BEASTS 
GX PREMIUM COLLECTION
The Ultra Beasts, strange creatures from 
another dimension, have come to the 
Alola region as powerful Pokémon-GX! 
Each Ultra Beasts GX Premium Collection 
for the Pokémon Trading Card Game 
includes eight Pokémon TCG booster 
packs, two foil promo cards featuring Ultra 
Beasts (Pheromosa-GX and Celesteela-
GX, or Buzzwole-GX and Xurkitree-GX), 
an oversized foil card of an Ultra Beast 
(Pheromosa-GX or Buzzwole-GX), an 
awesome playmat showing off the Ultra 
Beasts, a collector’s coin, and a code card 
for the Pokémon TCG Online. 
PUI 80329 .......................................... PI

ALIEN ARTIFACTS
To Survive, We Must Expand! Alien 
Artifacts is an 4x-style card game in 
which players oversee an interplanetary 
corporation, sending research vessels 
into uncharted space to expand their 
knowledge and power. Build your ship, 
research tech, and explore the galaxy for 
anything - or anyone - you can exploit! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
PSI PLG0552 ..............................$45.00

POKÉMON TCG: 2017 WORLD 
CHAMPION DECK DISPLAY (8)
Learn winning strategies from a selection of the 
best players in the game and start making your 
own plans for the 2018 World Championships 
with Pokémon TCG 2017 World Championships 
Decks! There are four powerful decks to choose 
from, each a card-for-card replica of an actual 
title-contender’s deck from the 2017 World 
Championships! Each Pokémon TCG World 
Championships Deck contains a 60-card deck, 
as well as a 2017 World Championships Booklet, 
Deck Box, and special Commemorative Pin. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
PUI 80248 ................................................ PI

POKÉMON TCG: SHINING 
LEGENDS SPECIAL COLLECTION - 
ZOROARK GX
Slipping through the night like a master of 
illusions, Zoroark-GX is a wily Pokémon 
that’s tough to pin down! In this Shining 
Legends Special Collection for the 
Pokémon Trading Card Game you’ll find 
Zoroark-GX as a stunning, full-art promo 
card, plus a Zorua foil card and an 
oversized Zoroark-GX card. 
PUI 80339 .......................................... PI

HERALD: LOVECRAFT & TESLA THE 
TABLETOP ROLEPLAYING GAME
Based on the ongoing Action Lab comic 
series and fueled by the Savage Worlds 
Roleplaying System, Herald: Lovecraft 
& Tesla the Tabletop Roleplaying Game 
lets you make history as you investigate 
clues, fight unspeakable creatures, and 
uncover the mystery and adventure of the 
pulpy world of the 1920’s. Join forces with 
H.P. Lovecraft, Nikola Tesla, Mark Twain, 
Amelia Earhart, Harry Houdini, and other 
great personages from the era to battle 
the ever-encroaching Cthulhu Mythos in 
the Roaring Twenties! Scheduled to ship in 
October 2017.
S2P RDG020 ..............................$39.99

POKÉMON USA

PORTAL

RAVENDESK GAMES

VURT: THE TABLETOP 
ROLEPLAYING GAME
A feather that opens a door. A door that 
opens to infinite worlds! Vurt: The Tabletop 
Roleplaying Game is based on the 
hallucinatory cyberpunk fiction of author 
Jeff Noon (winner of the Arthur C. Clarke 
Award). Amid the glass-strewn streets 
of the lethal and anarchic Manchester 
England of the near future, players ingest 
Vurt feathers to travel to parallel worlds 
as vivid, unique, and unpredictable as 
our wildest dreams. But they’re no mere 
fantasies. These worlds - and all the 
wonders and horrors they contain - are as 
real, and every bit as dangerous, as the 
one you were born in. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2017.
S2P RDG042 ..............................$59.99

REAPER MINIATURES

DARK HEAVEN

CRUSADER CHAMPION
RPR 03828 ...................................$7.99

CRUSADER DEFENDER
RPR 03832 ...................................$7.99

POKÉMON TCG:  
SUN & MOON  
CRIMSON INVASION
The Alola region is being invaded 
by mysterious and powerful 
creatures! Can the allies of Alola 
defend the islands - or will the 

Ultra Beasts take control? Eight new Pokémon-GX, nine new Trainers, and Ultra Beasts 
make their debut, including Guzzlord-GX and Nihilego-GX, in Sun & Moon - Crimson 
Invasion! This 110-card expansion for the Pokémon Trading Card Game is introduced 
in 60-card Theme Decks offered in 8-count displays, 3-pack booster blisters, and 10-
card boosters packed in 36-count displays. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
3 PACK BLISTER PUI 80251 ............................................................................... PI
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36) PUI 80249-D ................................................................. PI
COLLECTOR’S MINI ALBUM (12) PUI 80262 ....................................................... PI
ELITE TRAINER BOX PUI 80260 .......................................................................... PI
THEME DECK DISPLAY (8) PUI 80255-D .............................................................. PI CRUSADER JUSTIFIER

RPR 03830 ...................................$7.99
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THE ART OF BONES BY IZZY 
‘TALIN’ COLLIER
RPR 25008 .................................$19.99

CRUSADER SWORDSMAN
RPR 03829 ...................................$7.99

KENRIK THISTLEMOOR, WIZARD
RPR 03837 ...................................$5.99

SAKARAT, GOBLIN WIZARD
RPR 03838 ...................................$5.99

MASTER SERIES PAINTS ½ OZ
COPPER VERDIGRIS
RPR 09304 ...................................$3.29
GREEN LINER
RPR 09308 ...................................$3.29
NEW COPPER
RPR 09306 ...................................$3.29
NMM GOLD BASE
RPR 09302 ...................................$3.29
NMM GOLD HIGHLIGHT
RPR 09303 ...................................$3.29
NMM GOLD SHADOW
RPR 09301 ...................................$3.29
RED LINER
RPR 09307 ...................................$3.29
SEPIA LINER
RPR 09309 ...................................$3.29
SEPIA WASH
RPR 09310 ...................................$3.29
STEEL WASH
RPR 09312 ...................................$3.29
STONE WASH
RPR 09311 ...................................$3.29
TARNISHED COPPER
RPR 09305 ...................................$3.29

VEGEPYGMIES (2)
RPR 03833 ...................................$5.99

REAPER BASE BOSS GAMING 
BASES (10)
32MM ROUND
RPR 74048 ...................................$4.99
50MM ROUND
RPR 74049 ...................................$4.99
55MM ROUND
RPR 74050 ...................................$5.99
60MM X 35MM OVAL
RPR 74065 ...................................$5.99
70MM X 25MM OVAL
RPR 74068 ...................................$4.99
75MM X 46MM OVAL
RPR 74066 ...................................$5.99
90MM X 52MM OVAL
RPR 74067 ...................................$5.99

RENEGADE  
GAME STUDIOS

RAIDERS OF THE NORTH SEA: 
FIELDS OF FAME
In Raiders of the North Sea: Fields of 
Fame, enemy jarls have joined forces 
to help defend against the onslaught of 
raids on their settlements. But despite their 
threats, there’s fame awaiting those who 
seek to kill or subdue them. Encountering 
a jarl is sure to bring injury, but now is no 
time for the faint-hearted. Onwards to the 
battlefield!
RGS 00588 ................................$50.00

RAIDERS OF THE NORTH SEA: 
HALL OF HEROES
In Raiders of the North Sea: Hall of 
Heroes, a mead hall has been constructed, 
attracting a new breed of adventurers. 
Each raid brings new quests for the daring 
to endure. But with mead in abundance, 
there`s little room for the wary. So sharpen 
your axe and ready your shield, there are 
new adventures awaiting!
RGS 00589 ................................$50.00

O/A CLANK!
Burgle your way to adventure in Clank!, 
the new deck-building board game.  Sneak 
into an angry dragon`s mountain lair to 
steal precious artifacts.  Delve deeper to 
find more valuable loot.  Acquire cards for 
your deck and watch your thievish abilities 
grow.  Be quick and be quiet.  One false-
step and - CLANK! Each careless sound 
draws the attention of the dragon, and 
each artifact stolen increases its rage.  You 
can only enjoy your plunder if you make it 
out of the depths alive!
RGS 00552 ................................$60.00

O/A HONSHU
In this map-building card game set in 
feudal Japan, players in Honshu are 
lords and ladies of Noble houses seeking 
new lands and opportunities for fame 
and fortune.
RGS 00567 ................................$25.00

OFFERED AGAIN

DOWNFORCE
High-stakes bidding on million-dollar race 
cars! Frantic bets placed in secret even as 
the cars race around the track! And to the 
victor, the biggest purse of all! But, in the 
world of motor racing, the margin between 
victory and defeat can be a single moment: 
a steep banked turn, tires screaming and 
spitting out smoke, and the downforce, 
pressing you down in your seat and 
keeping you on the track as you make your 
move inside to pull ahead. Downforce is an 
adrenalin-fueled card game of high-stakes 
speed based on legendary, award-winning 
designer Wolfgang Kramer’s Daytona 500 
and Top Race!
PSI REO9002 ..............................$39.99

INDULGENCE
The Path to Power is not Without Sin! In 
the teachings of the Catholic Church, 
an indulgence was a way to absolve 
yourself of venial sin. In some cases, 
this might be by doing god’s work or 
engaging in meaningful prayer. But in the 
darkest of times, indulgences were sold 
to anyone willing to make a significant 
“contribution”. As the rising families of the 
Italian Renaissance conspired and plotted 
to seize control, the indulgence offered a 
clear conscience for many a questionable 
deed committed in the name of power. 
Indulgence is a trick-taking game based 
on the 1981 edition of Dragonmaster.
PSI REO9003 ..............................$19.99

RESTORATION GAMES

CLANK! IN! SPACE!
The evil Lord Eradikus has all but 
conquered the galaxy, and is now on 
a victory lap across the sector in his 
flagship, Eradikus Prime. He may rule 
with an iron grip, but his most prized 
artifacts are about to slip through his 
cyborg claws. You and your fellow thieves 
have challenged each other to sneak 
aboard his ship, hack your way into its 
command module, and steal from him. 
Along the way, you’ll recruit allies and 
snatch up extra loot. But, one false step 
and - Clank! - a careless noise draws the 
attention of Lord Eradikus! Hacking into 
his command module and stealing his 
artifacts increases his rage. You’d better 
hope your friends are louder than you 
are if you want to make it to an escape 
pod and get out alive! In! Space! is a 
standalone adventure for Clank! A Deck-
Building Adventure Clank! Scheduled to 
ship in September 2017.
RGS 00594 .......................... $60.00
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STOP THIEF!
The Classic 1979 Board Game Restored! 
An alert pops up on your smartphone: a 
crime has just been committed! Grab your 
investigator’s license and keen powers of 
deduction to hunt down the suspect in Stop 
Thief! But watch out, because you’re not 
the only private eye on the prowl, and only 
one of you can slap the cuffs on the suspect 
and claim the reward. Get enough reward 
money, and you can finally leave this rat 
race behind and retire to a sunny tropical 
beach in the Caribbean.
PSI REO9001 ..............................$29.99

COLONIAL GOTHIC RPG:  
THE JOURNEY TO NORUMBEGA
1559: a time of discovery and exploration. In the New 
World, an ancient power sleeps, awaiting the stars to 
align in order to rise again. Are you ready? It has been 
500 years since the Old World last had contact with 
Norumbega. Is it a city of magic and gold, or of terror and 
death? The time has come, the stars have aligned, and a 
new cycle begins! THAT WHICH HAS SLEPT stirs! Almost 
50 years before the founding of Popham, and 30 years 
before Roanoke, the New World remains a vast place of 
mystery. No one knows what this land hides, or who - or 
what - waits in the shadows, watching and hunting. There 
is a dark power that sleeps here, and its awakening will set 
great and terrible events in motion. What you learn there 
may be something you wish you never knew. Assuming, 
that is, you survive your journey to the New World to 
discover it. Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P RGG7011 ............................................................................................... $19.99

EARTHTONE
PACK OF 33 6” HEXAGONS
S2P R4I45014 ............................$39.99
PACK OF 36 5” SQUARES
S2P R4I45012 ............................$39.99
PACK OF 9 10” SQUARES
S2P R4I45011 ............................$39.99

GRAYSTONE
PACK OF 36 5” SQUARES
S2P R4I45022 ............................$39.99
PACK OF 9 10” SQUARES
S2P R4I45021 ............................$39.99

EARTHTONE - COMBO PACK OF 5 
10” AND 16 5” SQUARES
S2P R4I45013 ............................$39.99

GRAYSTONE - COMBO PACK OF 5 
10” AND 16 5” SQUARES
S2P R4I45023 ............................$39.99

DRY ERASE DUNGEON TILES
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.

DRY ERASE DUNGEON TILES
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.

DUNGEON 
DRESSING

Scheduled to ship in October 2017.

ROGUE GAMES

ROLE 4 INITIATIVE

CONTAINERS
S2P R4I45102 ..............................$9.99

FURNITURE
S2P R4I45103 ..............................$9.99

THE CRYPT
S2P R4I45104 ..............................$9.99

DUNGEON 
DRESSING

Scheduled to ship in November 2017.

OUTDOORS
S2P R4I45105 ..............................$9.99

POLYHEDRAL DICE: DIFFUSION - 
SETS OF 15
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
AMETHYST WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50407-FB ........................$15.99
CITRUS WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50406-FB ........................$15.99
OCHRE JELLY WITH WHITE NUMBERS 
S2P R4I50405-FB ........................$15.99
SAPPHIRE WITH WHITE NUMBERS 
S2P R4I50408-FB ........................$15.99

POLYHEDRAL DICE: DIFFUSION - 
SETS OF 7
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
AMETHYST WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50407-7B .........................$7.99
CITRUS WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50406-7B .........................$7.99
OCHRE JELLY WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50405-7B .........................$7.99
SAPPHIRE WITH WHITE NUMBERS 
S2P R4I50408-7B .........................$7.99

POLYHEDRAL DICE:  
DIFFUSION - SETS OF 7
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
BLUE INK WITH WHITE NUMBERS 
S2P R4I50402-7B .........................$7.99
CHERRY WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50401-7B .........................$7.99
GLACIER WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50403-7B  ........................$7.99
SLIME GREEN WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50404-7B .........................$7.99
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POLYHEDRAL DICE: DIFFUSION - 
SETS OF 15
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
BLUE INK WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50402-FB ........................$15.99
CHERRY WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50401-FB ........................$15.99
GLACIER WITH WHITE NUMBERS 
S2P R4I50403-FB ........................$15.99
SLIME GREEN WITH WHITE NUMBERS
S2P R4I50404-FB  .......................$15.99

MADCAP: SCREWBALL  
CARTOON ROLE-PLAY
From the makers of Farflung and Ironclaw 
comes MADCAP, the tabletop roleplaying 
game of screwball cartoons! It’s time to put on 
makeup, to light the lights, and to put your best 
fail forward! Defy common sense as you pull 
hammers out of pockets, drop anvils on each 
other, and commit mayhem and madness, all 
in the spirit of good fun! From the golden age 
of Merrie Melodies, to the turn-of-the-century 
Renaissance of television cartoons, all the 
way to today’s post-modern era of surrealist 
silliness, MADCAP is the game that let’s you be 
the cartoon of your imagination! Scheduled to 
ship in November 2017.
S2P SGPC001 ............................$39.95

SHADOW OF THE DEMON LORD 
RPG: FREEPORT COMPANION
The Shadow Falls on Freeport! For years, 
Freeport has been one of fantasy gaming’s 
most distinctive cities - a riotous city filled 
with pirates, orcs, and vile cults. More 
importantly, Freeport has always been a 
doorway to adventure. And now, Freeport 
comes to the world of Urth and the Demon 
Lord who threatens to unravel creation! 
The Shadow of the Demon Lord: Freeport 
Companion takes horror fantasy to new 
horizons, with new enemies, new threats, 
and even more madness than ever before! 
So climb on board and make ready to set 
sail. A new world of adventure awaits! 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P SDL1712 .............................$27.99

SHADOW OF THE DEMON LORD 
RPG: DEATH IN FREEPORT
In Death in Freeport, the characters find 
themselves stranded in Freeport, the great 
trading city on the Pirate Isles, and recruited 
to perform a simple job for a decent 
reward. However, the deeper they dig into 
the mystery, the stranger the tale becomes 
as they uncover a terrible conspiracy and 
secrets worth dying for! Death in Freeport 
is the first part of the epic Freeport Trilogy 
for Shadow of the Demon Lord. Scheduled 
to ship in November 2017.
S2P SDL1713 .............................$19.99

R & R GAMES

SANGUINE PRODUCTIONS

SCHWALB 
ENTERTAINMENT

IN OR OUT
Make Up Your Mind! Welcome to the 
party game where knowing what’s not 
the answer is as important as knowing 
what is! Each category has 12 cards 
with names of people, places, or things 
that may (or may not) fit the category. 
Each player, in turn, selects one card 
from the cards displayed and states 
whether the choice is ‘In’ or ‘Out’ for 
the category. Correct answers get 
rewarded, incorrect receive penalites. 
RRG 895 .............................. $19.99

SHADOW OF THE DEMON LORD 
RPG: MADNESS IN FREEPORT
Madness Reigns! The unveiling of Milton’s 
Folly draws near, and the player characters 
must uncover its sinister secrets before time 
runs out. This time they face more than back 
alley toughs and mindless undead, though. 
Sea Lord Drac has his eyes on the PCs and 
they may not survive his malefic attentions! 
The epic Freeport Trilogy for Shadow of 
the Demon Lord concludes with this thrilling 
adventure set in the grand City of Adventure. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
S2P SDL1715 .............................$21.99

SHADOW OF THE DEMON LORD 
RPG: TERROR IN FREEPORT
The Terror Grows! Having uncovered  
a vile cult, the player characters learn  
that not all cultists lurk beneath the  
streets, and not all serpent people are 
agents of evil. Terror in Freeport is  
the second chapter in the thrilling  
Freeport Trilogy for Shadow of the  
Demon Lord. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
S2P SDL1714 .............................$19.99

SODA POP MINIATURES

STARFINDER MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.

CORPSE FLEET SET 1
NJD 060301 ..............................$35.99

ICONIC HEROES SET 2
NJD 060102 ..............................$39.99

ICONIC HEROES SET 1
NJD 060101 ..............................$39.99

PACT WORLDS FLEET SET 1
NJD 060201 ..............................$35.99

SPIELBOX

SPIELBOX MAGAZINE #3 2017
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
IMP SPB20173 ............................................. $11.99
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STEAMFORGED GAMES

GUILD BALL

ENGINEER’S GUILD  
PRECISION MADE
SFG B03-039 .............................$42.00

BREWER’S GUILD SING  
WHEN YOU’RE WINNING
SFG B03-037 .............................$42.00

MASON’S GUILD  
THE PUNISHING MARCH
SFG B03-036 .............................$42.00

UNION THE BLOODY COIN
SFG B03-038 .............................$42.00

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

MUNCHKIN APOCALYPSE 2: 
SHEEP IMPACT: GUEST ARTIST 
EDITION (LEN PERALTA)
Arm your hardened survivor with the Patriot 
Axe and Ketchup Gas to take on the The 
Thawed Reich! Protect yourself with the 
Bomb Suit and Survival Manual, or the 
Antisocial Media will end you prematurely! 
Watch out for Disaster! Velocirapture! and 
terrifying new Seals like The Singularity! 
Play a new Class, the Daredevil, and thumb 
your nose at apocalyptic peril! Go up 
against mutants, bandits, and the Seals of 
the Apocalypse with this Guest Artist Edition 
of Munchkin Apocalypse 2: Sheep Impact 
- featuring brand-new art by Len Peralta 
(TenState, Exterminite, Munchkin: The Guild). 
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
SJG 1535 ...................................$19.95

MUNCHKIN APOCALYPSE: GUEST 
ARTIST EDITION (LEN PERALTA)
Play a precocious Kid or an opportunistic 
Blogger. Avoid the Giant Meteor as 
you blast the National Gourd, armed 
with nothing but Dehydrated Water 
and Face Paint! Munchkin Apocalypse 
takes Munchkin beyond the end of the 
world, with funny cards and fast, ruthless 
gameplay - now in a post-apocalyptic 
wasteland. This special Guest Artist Edition 
of fan-favorite Munchkin Apocalypse 
gives you a whole new look for the end 
of the world! Enjoy all-new art from Len 
Peralta (TenState, Exterminite, Munchkin: 
The Guild) while surviving every natural 
(and unnatural) disaster in a world full of 
people - and things - that want to kill you 
and take your stuff! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2017.
SJG 1525 ...................................$29.95

MUNCHKIN: HIDDEN  
TREASURES BONUS
From Apocalypse through Zombies, Hidden Treasures 
features 78 hard-to-find cards of Munchkin goodness! 
This version of Munchkin: Hidden Treasures includes two 
bonus booster packs - Munchkin Knights and Munchkin 
Marked for Death! Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
SJG 1507B ................................................... $19.95

MUNCHKIN SHAKESPEARE: 
SPYKESPEARE PAWNS
These six pawns for use with Munchkin 
Shakespeare reveal Spyke in full 
Shakespearean regalia. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2017.
SJG 5920 .....................................$6.95

MUNCHKIN: WONDERLAND
Wander Wonderland! Collect Whimsical 
Treasure! Fight the Red Queen! Designed 
for children of all ages and those at heart, 
Munchkin Wonderland transports players 
to the iconic world of Lewis Carroll’s 
Wonderland novels. Move around the 
illustrated game board, fighting monsters 
such as the Jabberwock or the Red Queen 
and collecting their treasures. You can 
even make new friends like the Caterpillar 
or Dormouse! Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
SJG 1543 ...................................$29.95

BOTTLE IMP
Based on the short story by Robert Louis 
Stevenson, The Bottle Imp is a diabolical, trick-
taking card game where the lowest cards are 
trump cards. Any card of value lower than the 
current ‘price’ of the bottle (starting with 19) is 
considered ‘trump’ and will win the trick (and 
the bottle!). In this way the owner of The Bottle 
Imp changes until its value can no longer be 
undercut. At the end of the hand, players will 
score points for the cards of tricks they’ve won, 
except the player who holds the bottle who will 
score negative points. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2017.
PSI SG-8030 ........................................$19.95

MUNCHKIN SHAKESPEARE: 
FLOWERSPEARE PAWNS
These six pawns for use with Munchkin 
Shakespeare reveal Flower in full 
Shakespearean regalia. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2017.
SJG 5619 .....................................$6.95

OGRE: MINIATURES SET 1
As the Ogre stalks its prey across the battlefield, the 
scene now unfolds on the board just as it would in the 
near-future world of 2085 A.D. with this first set of 
miniatures for Ogre. Compatible with both Ogre Sixth 
Edition and Ogre Designer’s Edition, this miniatures 
set comes complete with Combine forces in red (two 
Ogres, a Mark III, and a Mark V) and the Paneuropean 
defenders in blue (eight Heavy Tanks, six Missile Tanks, 
eight GEVs, four Howitzers, 42 Infantry with 14 bases, 
and a Command Post). Also included are two erasable 
Ogre record sheets and a copy of Ogre Miniatures Lite. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
SJG 10-7001 ................................................ $39.95

STRONGHOLD GAMES
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FLAMME ROUGE: PELATON
The first expansion for Flamme Rouge, 
Pelaton contains two more sets of custom 
plastic bikers, complete with cards and 
player boards, enabling a 5th and 6th player 
to join the race, plus nine new double-sided 
track pieces with new challenges including 
choke points, fatigue areas, and new 
cobblestone sections of the road. Scheduled 
to ship in September 2017.
PSI SG-7090 ..............................$39.95

THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: 
COMMUNITY
In Community, the first expansion for The 
Pursuit of Happiness, players have the chance 
to engage in various community-related 
events and choose their outcome, affecting 
their popularity within the community. 
Community includes a new side game board 
for the local Community, providing space for 
the new Community Deck and Popularity 
track. Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
PSI SG-7040 ..............................$34.95

AWAKEN: CORE RULEBOOK
Dark times have arrived for the denizens of the 
Alliance. Their trusted Colossi, guardians of the 
Great Cities, are slowly dying out. The monstrous 
Vargans, who once caused a war that nearly 
devastated the continent, still hide in the shadows 
of the underground. At the same time, strange 
nations from the North continue their incursions 
at a faster clip, all while the lords and leaders 
of the Alliance bicker over petty politics. In such 
desperate times, the only possible torchbearers 
are the Vasalli, gifted people spoken of by the 
ancient mythologies. But can they bear the burden 
of being the protectors of humanity, or will they 
allow themselves to be corrupted by power and 
succumb to the darkness that delves in every 
heart? Awaken is a tabletop roleplaying game 
set in a dark, war-ravaged fantasy world heavily 
influenced by Slavic and Mediterranean folklore, where the forgotten mythologies have 
resurfaced as Vasalli, powerful humans gifted with abilities capable of changing the 
course of history. What will be your path? Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P 32100 .................................................................................................... $59.99

STUDIO 2 PUBLISHING

STUDIO WOE

GRUFF: RAGE OF THE TROLLS
Rage of the Trolls provides the same 
visceral, competitive experience as Gruff 
and Clash of the Battle Goats, but adds a 
new dimension to the game - Troll Boss-
Fights! The troll is a challenging puzzle 
that players will take on individually, or 
with a friend in a co-op mode! Scheduled 
to ship in February 2018
WOE 0201 ................................$25.00

FAST FORWARD SERIES #3: FLEE
You’re trapped with your friends in a 
far off place. Can you work together to 
escape the perils? The third installment 
in the Fast Forward Series of quick, pick-
up-and-play games, Flee is a cooperative 
game where players endeavor to escape 
from the dangerous and puzzling situation 
they’ve found themselves in. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2017.
PSI SG-6016 ..............................$19.95

FINISHED!
A typical day at work: start sorting files 
and try not to fall asleep. Unfortunately, 
there’s a limited supply of Coffee, so you 
should keep track of your Sweets as the 
sugar rush can help you finish the tasks 
at hand. Finished! is a solitaire game by 
master game designer Friedemann Friese. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
PSI SG-6017 ..............................$19.95

OKANAGAN: VALLEY OF THE LAKES
Canada’s Wealth is Waiting for You! The 
Okanagan Valley, with its huge lakes and 
fertile meadows, awaits anyone willing to 
exploit it. Shape the land and store your wealth 
in the gathering and territory-building game 
Okanagan: Valley of the Lakes. Scheduled to ship 
in September 2017.
PSI SM3005TTT .......................................$40.00

FLGS-EXCLUSIVE  
SYRINSCAPE CARDS
Utilizing a powerful audio engine and complex 
algorithms, Syrinscape is a revolutionary sound design 
app that adds evocative ambient background sound 
and a movie-like soundtrack to your tabletop gaming 
experience. Syrinscape conjures every aural landscape 
imaginable, from ethereal forests and stony shorelines 
to dank, vermin-filled dungeons and the spooky depths 
of the underdark. With the Official Soundtracks to the 
Pathfinder and Starfinder RPGs, as well as custom 
SoundSets for Catan, Mutants & Masterminds, Boss 
Monster, and more, these new FLGS-exclusive retail 
cards unlock Syrinscape’s digital subscriptions with 
a POS-solution for brick and mortar retail stores. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
$20 CHECKOUT VALUE ON SYRINSCAPE.COM (PATHFINDER THEMED)
SYR SY20PATH .............................................................................................. $20.00
$20 CHECKOUT VALUE ON SYRINSCAPE.COM (STARFINDER THEMED)
SYR SY20STAR............................................................................................... $20.00
7-DAY SUPERSYRIN FULL SUBSCRIPTION ACCESS ON SYRINSCAPE.COM
SYR SY7SUPER ................................................................................................ $5.00

SURFIN MEEPLE

SYRINSCAPE

SHADOWS OVER SOL:  
BEYOND HUMAN
How would society change if fully-sentient AI 
became possible, or even common? What 
challenges would an android player character 
face in society? What more radical genelines 
have been created? Ultimately, science fiction is 
about social and technological change. Shadows 
Over Sol: Beyond Human is here to help facilitate 
these stories! Beyond Human features rules for 
playing an android or an uplifted animal, as well 
as expanded character creation options, including 
12 new genelines, six new subcultures, an optional 
point-buy system for generating a character’s stats 
and skills, and a complete character background 
generator. Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P TAB1104 .......................................... $14.99

TAB CREATIONS
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THE NINJA CRUSADE 2ND 
EDITION: GM SCREEN
This GM Screen gives you quick reference 
to all of the most accessed rules from The 
Ninja Crusade 2nd Edition core rulebook. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.
S2P 3EGNC2EGM ......................$10.00

PIP SYSTEM: COREBOOK
The Pip System is designed from the ground 
up as a genre-bending rules system for 
any roleplaying game. Create your own 
setting, convert an existing one, or pick 
up one of the amazing worlds provided, 
like Mermaid Adventures, Infestation: An 
RPG of Bugs and Heroes, or A Kid’s Guide 
to Monster Hunting. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
S2P 3EG4001 ............................$24.99

LIGHTSEEKERS CARD GAME
Join the Lightseekers, save Tantos from the 
invading umbron, and become a legend! 
Explore beautiful and fantastic lands, meet 
colorful characters, battle feared beasts, 
and quest to uncover the world’s mysterious 
past. Grow your powers through epic 
gear and new abilities. Collect pets and 
companions that fight alongside you. 
Supercharge your weapons with the 
elemental powers of rare Lightstones and 
become the most powerful Lightseeker 
ever! The Lightseekers Trading Card Game 
is a standalone game that includes 385+ 
cards, each scannable by the Lightseekers 
video game to unlock augmented reality 
effects, rewards, in-game abilities, or 
even pets that will fight alongside you! 
Each Starter Pack contains a 36-card, 
preconstructed deck, a 9-card Booster 
Pack, one Tribute Card, a Deck storage 
box, a Playmat with Health Counter, and 
a Quick Start rules guide. Each Intro Pack 
contains two preconstructed Intro Decks, 
one Booster Pack, one Tribute Card, two 
Deck Storage Boxes, two Playmats, two 
Health Counters, a Quick Start Guide, 
and a Trading Shield. Enhance your play 
with 9-card boosters packed in 24-count 
displays. Scheduled to ship in August 
2017. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers 
in full displays. Please contact your retailer 
for availability.
BOOSTER PACK (DISPLAY 24)
DIA STL056710 .................................. PI
INTRO PACK (DISPLAY 6)
DIA STL056711 .................................. PI
STARTER DECK (DISPLAY 6)
DIA STL056707 .................................. PI

JORAKU
‘Joraku’, an ancient Japanese word 
commonly used during the Sengoku 
period, refers to the act of local warlords 
marching their armies toward Kyoto, to 
protect the Shogun and Emperor from 
other rogue lords and ultimately rule their 
place. Onward to Kyoto! Take command 
of your army and defeat every Daimyo 
blocking the way in Joraku! Only the 
Daimyo with the highest reputation 
(and the biggest stick!) can rule Japan! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
TTT 2014 ....................................$19.95

COMBAT TIER: BASE SET
No longer are ranges reduced to 
estimations - know exactly how the battle 
unfolds with Combat Tiers! Gauged in 
one-inch increments and crafted from 
transparent material designed to not 
obscure the gaming environment, this 
game aid features multi-tier possibilities 
for creating various heights, while the 
large staging platforms allow players to 
place multiple figures in simulated flight 
or combat, keeping everything sturdy and 
precise so ranges can be easily determined 
at a glance.
PZO TTLCT001 ............................$39.99

TASTY MINSTREL

THIRD EYE GAMES

TINKERED TACTICS

TOMY INTERNATIONAL

CASTLES & CRUSADES RPG:  
PLAYER’S HANDBOOK 7TH PRINTING, 
ALTERNATE COVER ART
A pillar of the tabletop RPG industry, Castles & 
Crusades embodies the spirit of the old-school 
gamer with easy-to-use modern mechanics. Spells, 
equipment, character generation, and fast-paced 
combat rules - the Player’s Handbook has all the 
essential information you need to get started in a 
wild ride of bare-knuckle adventure! Scheduled to 
ship in August 2017.
IMP TLG801072 .................................. $29.99

5TH EDITION ADVENTURES:  
A11 - THE WASTING WAY
The Grausamland, a gray mire of marsh, 
bogs, sluggish creeks, and deep pools, stands 
as barrier to those who would enter the fell 
towers of Aufstrag. A thousand square miles of 
impenetrable swamp peopled by monsters great 
and small, the Grausamland is bridged by a road, 
only a little less dangerous than the swamp itself. 
And to come to the gates of Auftrag, to free the 
Lady of Garun or to plunder its wealth, one most 
cross the Wasting Way. The Wasting Way is a 
high-level 5th Edition Adventure for a party of 3-6 
characters. Scheduled to ship in September 2017.
IMP TLG19313 ...................................... $9.99

TROLL LORD GAMES

TYTO GAMES

STONE DAZE
Some 7,000 years ago, two clans happily 
shared the green meadows they called 
‘HooHa’, meaning ‘home’ or ‘our place’ 
(scholars still debate). However, as time 
passed, the valley could no longer sustain 
them all. Outwit your rival clan, or leave 
in a daze with a big lump on your head in 
Stone Daze, an action-packed, primal game 
of tactics, cooporation, raw guts, and a little 
luck. Plan ahead with your teammate, make 
good use of your primitive’s special abilities, 
throw your clubs effectively, and your clan 
just might make it and prosper in HooHaa. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.

TTG TGBG0003 .............................................................................................$59.99

ULISSES-SPIELE

THE DARK EYE: AVENTURIA ADVENTURE CARD GAME - HEROES’ 
STRUGGLE EXPANSION
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
PZO ULIUS25535E .........................................................................................$29.99

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

ASCENSION: STANDARD  
DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES -  
CARD BACK (100)
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
UPI 85343 .......................................... PI

HEAVY METAL 7 RPG DICE
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.
UPI 85088 .......................................... PI
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UPPER DECK

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL 
MONSTERS UNLEASHED
Fin Fang Foom! Goom! The Thing That 
Crawls by Night! Lots of Leviathons! 
The Monsters Unleashed initiative 
pits the greatest heroes in the Marvel 
Universe against some of the biggest 
and baddest monsters ever created! A 
400-card expansion for the Vs System 
2PCG card game, players in Monsters 
Unleashed can play Elsa Bloodstone, 
Gwenpool, and Moon Girl & Devil 
Dinosaur as they battle members of the 
Champions, the Great Lakes Avengers, 
and the Inhumans, as well as many of 
the Monsters featured in the Monsters 
Unleashed initiative, plus six Monsters 
newly created for the comic series.
UDC 88089 ........................................ PI

VS SYSTEM 2PCG:  
THE PREDATOR BATTLES
If it bleeds, we can kill it! A 200-card, 
standalone expansion for the Vs System 
2PCG card game, The Predator Battles 
introduces new characters and card 
mechanisms from the Predator universe! 
Players can play as heroes such as 
Dutch, Harrigan, and their allies, or as 
some of the most deadly Predator hunters  
in existence!
UDC 85996 ........................................ PI

BOLT ACTION
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.

WARLORD GAMES

AUSTRALIAN FLAMETHROWER, LIGHT MORTAR AND SNIPER TEAMS
WLG 403015015 ...................................................................................................PI

AUSTRALIAN JUNGLE DIVISION 
INFANTRY SECTION
WLG 402215001 ............................... PI

AUSTRALIAN MILITIA  
INFANTRY SECTION
WLG 402215003 ............................... PI

AUSTRALIAN MEDIUM  
MORTAR TEAM
WLG 403015016 .................................. PI

AUSTRALIAN MMG TEAM
WLG 403015017 ............................... PI

AUSTRALIAN OFFICER TEAM
WLG 403015001 ............................... PI

AUSTRALIAN PIAT AND  
ANTI-TANK RIFLE TEAMS
WLG 403015018 ............................... PI

BOLT ACTION: AUSTRALIAN 
SHORT 25-PDR
WLG 403015019 ............................... PI

BRITISH ARMADILLO MK III 
IMPROVISED VEHICLE
WLG 402411004 ............................... PI

BRITISH ROYAL NAVY SECTION
WLG 402211006 ............................... PI

GERMAN EARLY STUG
WLG 402412003 ............................... PI

GERMAN FELDGENDARME 
MOTORCYCLE TEAM
WLG 403012007 ............................... PI

GREAT BRITISH ICONS  
(WWII) - POLICE, TELEPHONE 
AND PILLAR BOXES
WLG 403211002 ............................... PI

GERMAN FLAKPANZER IV 
WIRBELWIND
WLG 405112002 ............................... PI

JAPANESE TYPE 4 HO-RO  
SELF-PROPELLED GUN
WLG 402416004 ............................... PI

JAPANESE TYPE 95  
HA-GO LIGHT TANK
WLG 402416005 ............................... PI
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PAPUAN INFANTRY BATTALION SECTION
WLG 403015010 ...................................................................................................PI

ALGORYN HAZARD SQUAD
WLG 502211002 ............................... PI

GATES OF ANTARES
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.

CONCORD C3D2 MEDIUM 
SUPPORT DRONE WITH 
COMPRESSION CANNON
WLG 503013008 ............................... PI

CONCORD C3D2 MEDIUM 
SUPPORT DRONE WITH  
FRACTAL CANNON
WLG 503013007 ............................... PI

CONCORD C3M407 CLOSE 
SUPPORT DRONE
WLG 502413005 .................................. PI

CONCORD ISO-DRONES
WLG 503013004 ............................... PI

CONCORD DRONE COMMANDER
WLG 503213002 ............................... PI

ISORIAN ISO-DRONES
WLG 503016002 ............................... PI

TSAN RA COMMAND SQUAD
WLG 502216001 ............................... PI

TSAN RA TORUS SQUAD
WLG 502216002 ............................... PI

KONFLIKT 47
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.

K47 GERMAN HEAVY  
SNIPER TEAM
WLG 453010206 ............................... PI

GERMAN THOR HEAVY 
PANZERMECH
WLG 452410205 ............................... PI

PIKE AND SHOTTE
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.

GOTZ VON BERLICHINGEN & 
GEORG VON FRUNDSBERG
WLG 203006002 ............................... PI

KAISER MAXIMILIAN I  
(YOUNG & OLD)
WLG 203006001 ............................... PI

LANDSKNECHTS PIKEMEN
WLG 202016001 ............................... PI

LANDSKNECHTS OFFICERS
WLG 203006003 ............................... PI

TEST OF HONOUR
Scheduled to ship in August 2017.

CHOBEIS RENEGADES
WLG 762610007 ............................... PI

DAIMYO’S RETINUE
WLG 762610008 ............................... PI
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SCENERY SET
WLG B028 .............................................................................................................PI

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

AXIS & ALLIES ANNIVERSARY EDITION
It is 1941. Five major powers struggle for supremacy. The Axis has great momentum 
and is expanding its conquests in both Europe and Asia. Controlling one of the Axis or 
Allied powers, you will command both your country’s military forces and its war-time 
economy. Show that you are a brilliant military strategist by planning your attacks, 
marshaling your forces into embattled territories, and resolving the conflicts. Victory 
goes to the side that conquers its opponents on the field of battle and liberates or 
occupies the greatest cities of the world. Change the course of history in a few short 
hours! The most celebrated Axis & Allies Edition is back! Upon its release nearly a 
decade ago, the Axis & Allies Anniversary Edition became an instant classic! Now this 
deluxe board game, designed by Larry Harris (the original creator of Axis & Allies), 
returns with rulebook updates and streamlined gameplay. With over 650 playing 
pieces, including the largest board ever created for an A&A game, this beloved board 
game is a must have for the strategy gamer enthusiast.
WOC C39720000 ..................................................................................$100.00

BETRAYAL AT 
BALDUR’S GATE
Never Split the Party...
Unless Someone is the 
Traitor! The shadow of 
Bhaal has encompassed 
Baldur’s Gate, summoning 
monsters and other horrors 
from the darkness! Enter 
if you dare! In Betrayal at 
Baldur’s Gate, as players 
build and explore the iconic 
city’s dark alleys and deadly 
catacombs, they must work 

with their fellow adventurers 
to survive the terrors ahead. That is, 

until some horrific evil turns one - or possibly 
more - of them against each other! Was it a mind flayer’s 

psionic blast or the whisperings of a deranged ghost that caused their allies 
to turn traitor? Players will have no choice but to keep their friends close - 
and their enemies closer! Can you and your party survive the madness, or 
will you succumb to the mayhem and split (or slaughter!) the party? Based 
on the award-winning board game Betrayal at House on the Hill, Betrayal 
at Baldur’s Gate offers 50 different scenarios filled with danger and dread.
WOC C37100000 .................................................................... $50.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:  
XANATHAR’S GUIDE TO EVERYTHING
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but evil is in its heart! The Xanathar 
- Waterdeep’s most infamous crime lord, and a beholder to boot. You’d 
be shocked to discover just how much he knows about you! Yes, you, 
adventurers! Assembled here in Xanathar’s Guide to Everything is new 
information on adventurers of every stripe. In addition, you’ll find valuable 
advice for those of nefarious intent who must deal with such meddling do-
gooders, including the Xanathar’s personal thoughts on how to dispatch 
anyone foolish enough to interfere with his business dealings. Alongside 
observations on “heroes” themselves, the beholder fills the pages of this 
tome with his personal thoughts on tricks, traps, and even treasures and 
how they can be put to villainous use. Xanathar’s Guide to Everything 
introduces complete rules for more than twenty new subclasses for Fifth 
Edition Dungeons & Dragons, including the cavalier, the inquisitive, 
the horizon walker, and many more. Also included are dozens of new 
feats and spells, as well as a system to give player characters a unique, 
randomized backstory.
WOC C22090000 .................................................................... $49.95

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: RIVALS OF IXALAN
Stake your Claim! Dominate the Opposition! Rule the City! The legendary 
city of Orazca has been found, but it will not be claimed without a fight! 
Now, you must outpace, outwit, and overpower your rivals as you vie 
for control of this ancient metropolis. Succeed, and you will wield the 
greatest power of the plane! A 196-card set and the second expansion in 
the Ixalan block for Magic: The Gathering, Rivals of Ixalan is introduced 
in pre-constructed, 60-card Planeswalker Decks that include a premium 
foil Planesalker card, a pair of Rivals of Ixalan booster packs, a strategy 
insert, and a learn-to-play guide. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36) 
WOC C25150000 ................................................................. $143.64
BUNDLE 
WOC C25170000 ................................................................... $42.99
PLANESWAKER DECK DISPLAY (6) 
WOC C25180000 ................................................................... $89.94
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WIZKIDS/NECA

MARVEL DICE MASTERS: AVENGERS INFINITY
Earth’s mightiest heroes and most nefarious villains clash in the greatest 
battles from the Marvel Universe in Marvel Dice Masters: Avengers Infinity! 
With more than 30 figures boasting brand-new versions of classic Avengers, 
along with characters never before seen in Dice Masters, Avengers Infinity is 
perfect for veteran players and beginners, alike! Plus, the Thunderbolts are 
bringing Justice, like Lightning, back to Dice Masters! Marvel Dice Masters: 
Avengers Infinity is introduced in Draft Packs containing 12 Character or 
Action Cards, 24 Dice (two to match each character or action card), two 
Basic Action Cards, and a Rules Insert, as well as Gravity Feeds containing 
90 randomly-filled foil packs containing two cards and matching dice. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2018. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
COUNTERTOP DISPLAY (8)
WZK 73118 ............................................................................. $79.92
GRAVITY FEED (90)
WZK 73120 ............................................................................. $89.10

D&D NOLZUR’S 
MARVELOUS 
MINIATURES
Dungeons & Dragons Nolzur’s 
Marvelous Miniatures come 
with highly-detailed figures, 
primed and ready to paint out-
of-the-box. Fully compatible 
with Acrylicos Vallejo paints, 
these fantastic miniatures 
include deep cuts for easier 
painting. The packaging 
displays these miniatures in 
a clear and visible format, so 
customers know exactly what 
they are getting. Scheduled 
to ship in November 2017.

AASIMAR FEMALE PALADIN WZK 73197 .................................... $4.99
ADVENTURER’S CAMPSITE WZK 73220 ..................................... $29.99
AIR GENASI FEMALE ROGUE WZK 73204 ................................... $4.99
BALLISTA WZK 72578 ................................................................. $4.99
BEHOLDER WZK 73196 .............................................................. $4.99
CENTAUR WZK 72575 ................................................................ $4.99
DRAGONBORN FEMALE FIGHTER WZK 73199 ............................ $4.99
DRAGONBORN MALE FIGHTER WZK 73198 ................................ $4.99
DRAGONBORN MALE PALADIN WZK 73200 ............................... $4.99
DROW WZK 73189 .................................................................... $4.99
DWARF FEMALE BARBARIAN WZK 72645 ................................... $4.99
DWARF FEMALE CLERIC WZK 72625 ........................................... $4.99
DWARF MALE PALADIN WZK 72630 ........................................... $4.99
EARTH GENASI MALE FIGHTER WZK 73203 ................................ $4.99
ELF FEMALE DRUID WZK 72642 .................................................. $4.99
ELF MALE BARD WZK 72633 ....................................................... $4.99
ELF MALE CLERIC WZK 73205 ..................................................... $4.99
ELF MALE DRUID WZK 72641 ..................................................... $4.99
GITHYANKI WZK 73190 ............................................................. $4.99
HUMAN MALE BARD WZK 72632 ............................................... $4.99
MEDUSAS WZK 73191 ............................................................... $4.99
MIMICS WZK 73192 ................................................................... $4.99
TIEFLING FEMALE SORCERER WZK 73202 ................................... $4.99
TIEFLING MALE SORCERER WZK 73201 ....................................... $4.99
UMBER HULK WZK 73193 .......................................................... $4.99
WEREWOLVES WZK 73194 ........................................................ $4.99
YUAN-TI MALISONS WZK 73195 ................................................ $4.99

LANCELOT
In Lancelot, you are among the 
Knights of the Court of King Arthur 
that seek to prove their individual 
valor by performing heroic deeds, 
setting out on the quest for the Grail, 
and obtaining Knightly Virtues. The 
goal? To be elected First Knight - 
Lancelot - who’s destined to steal 
the heart of Queen Guinevere. 
You will travel the lands of ancient 
Britain, courting ladies, defeating 
rival knights, and fulfilling quests. 
Meet the Lady of the Lake and she 
will reward you with the legendary 
sword, Excalibur, which will protect 
you from your true enemy, Morgana! 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017.

WZK 73057 ............................................................................. $54.99

PATHFINDER DEEP CUTS UNPAINTED MINIATURES
Pathfinder Battles Deep Cuts come with highly-detailed figures, primed 
and ready to paint out-of-the-box. Fully compatible with Acrylicos Vallejo 
paints, these fantastic miniatures include deep cuts for easier painting. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
BARTENDER/DANCING GIRL WZK 72588 ................................... $4.99
CHILDREN WZK 73183 ............................................................... $4.99
DIRE WOLF WZK 73184 ............................................................. $4.99
DWARF MALE BARBARIAN WZK 72615 ...................................... $4.99
DWARF MALE SORCERER WZK 73188 ......................................... $4.99
ELF FEMALE BARD WZK 72611 ................................................... $4.99
ELF FEMALE PALADIN WZK 72609 .............................................. $4.99
ELF FEMALE ROGUE WZK 73187 ................................................. $4.99
HUMAN FEMALE BARD WZK 72610............................................ $4.99
INFANTRYMEN WZK 73185 ....................................................... $4.99
RUSTY DRAGON BAR WZK 73221 ............................................ $24.99
SILVER DRAGON WZK 73186 ..................................................... $4.99
TOWN GUARDS WZK 72583 ...................................................... $4.99
TOWNS PEOPLE (FARMER/ARISTOCRAT) WZK 72585 .................. $4.99
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WIZKIDS DEEP CUTS UNPAINTED MINIATURES
WizKids Deep Cuts come with highly-detailed figures, primed and ready to 
paint out-of-the-box. Fully compatible with Acrylicos Vallejo paints, these 
fantastic miniatures include deep cuts for easier painting. The packaging 
displays these miniatures in a clear and visible format, so customers know 
exactly what they are getting. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
2 WHEEL CART WZK 73096 ........................................................ $4.99
BANDITS WZK 73098 ................................................................. $4.99
BRAZIERS WZK 73034................................................................ $4.99
CRATES WZK 73090 ................................................................... $4.99
FAMILIARS WZK 73094 .............................................................. $4.99
OXEN WZK 73099 ..................................................................... $4.99
PIRATES WZK 73095 .................................................................. $4.99
SWARM OF RATS WZK 73089 .................................................... $4.99
WOODEN TABLE & STOOLS WZK 72593 ..................................... $4.99

WIZKIDS PAINTED MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
BOY CLERIC & WINGED SNAKE WZK 73321 ............................... $6.99
BOY DRUID & TREE CREATURE WZK 73319 ................................. $6.99
BOY FIGHTER & BATTLE DOG WZK 73320 ................................... $6.99
GIRL RANGER & LYNX WZK 73322 ............................................. $6.99
GIRL ROGUE & BADGER WZK 73324 .......................................... $6.99
GIRL WIZARD & GENIE WZK 73323 ............................................ $6.99

YUMMY WORLD: PARTY AT 
PICNIC PALACE
From the designer of Sushi Go!, 
Phil Walker-Harding! Set in the 
enchanting town of Sprinkle 
Tree, a magically yummy place 
where food is fun and fresh-
baked friendships and adventures 
meet, players in the delightfully 
delectable Yummy World: Party 
at Picnic Palace flip over cards 
to reveal all the different and 
delicious characters of Yummy 
World. When you see a set you 
like, grab it! But don’t wait too 
long, or someone else will nab 
‘em first! Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.

WZK 72891 ............................................................................. $14.99

WYRD MINIATURES

MALIFAUX: GUILD WITCHLING 
THRALLS (2-PACK)
WYR 20135 ...............................$18.00

YY CARD WORLD

FUTURE CARD BUDDYFIGHT 
TCG: OVERTURN THUNDER 
EMPIRE VOLUME 3 BOOSTER 
PACK DISPLAY (30)
What happens when two powerful 
abilities clash in an epic Buddyfight? 
The leader of Thunder Empire monsters, 
Batzz, and other monsters gain 
Overturn - an ability so strong they 
can turn the tide of battle in the blink 
of an eye! Scheduled to ship in October 2017. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
YCW 403876 .........................................................................................................PI

FUTURE CARD BUDDYFIGHT TCG: THUNDEROUS WARLORDS ALLIANCE 
VOLUME 3 TRIAL DECK DISPLAY (6)
The Thunder Empire takes on a new direction as Gao and Batzz grow ever stronger 
together in the Thunderous Warlords Alliance Trial Deck for Future Card Buddyfight. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2017. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
YCW 403883-D .....................................................................................................PI

THE CASTER CHRONICLES: ADVENT 
OF DEMONS BOOSTER PACK 
DISPLAY (20)
A mysterious academy hides a dark 
secret. In The Caster Chronicles, students 
form magical contracts and participate 
in arcane battles using enchanted cards. 
Assemble your Casters and call Servants 
as The Caster Chronicles pushes your 
strategy, will, and magic to the absolute 
limit! The Caster Chronicles is introduced 
in two, unique Starter Decks (Arrogant 
Swallowtail & Wings of Anger) featuring 
a 50-card deck, a play sheet, a rules 
sheet, and a game manual. Supplement 
your play with 8-card boosters packed 
in 20-count displays. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2017. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
YCW 524468 ..................................... PI

THE CASTER CHRONICLES: 
ARROGANT SWALLOWTAIL - 
TERRA STARTER DECK DISPLAY (5)
A mysterious academy hides a dark 
secret. In The Caster Chronicles, students 
form magical contracts and participate 
in arcane battles using enchanted cards. 
Assemble your Casters and call Servants 
as The Caster Chronicles pushes your 
strategy, will, and magic to the absolute 
limit! The Caster Chronicles is introduced 
in two, unique Starter Decks (Arrogant 
Swallowtail & Wings of Anger) featuring 
a 50-card deck, a play sheet, a rules 
sheet, and a game manual. Supplement 
your play with 8-card boosters packed 
in 20-count displays. Scheduled to ship 
in October 2017. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
YCW 524437-D ................................. PI
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CARCASSONNE: EXPANSION 4 -  
THE TOWER
Climb The Tower and see Carcassonne from 
a whole new perspective! With 18 Land tiles 
and 30 tower floors, you can construct towers 
to spot your opponents’ meeples, giving you a 
direct, strategic method of interacting with other 
players. Plus, gain new actions as your towers 
grow taller, and disrupt other players’ plans by 
capturing their followers and holding them for 
ransom. Also included is a Tile Tower accessory 
to organize your tiles. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2017.
ZMG ZM7814 ................................... $19.99

THE CASTER CHRONICLES:  
WINGS OF ANGER - INGUS STARTER  
DECK DISPLAY (5)
A mysterious academy hides a dark secret. In The 
Caster Chronicles, students form magical contracts 
and participate in arcane battles using enchanted 
cards. Assemble your Casters and call Servants as 
The Caster Chronicles pushes your strategy, will, and 
magic to the absolute limit! The Caster Chronicles is 
introduced in two, unique Starter Decks (Arrogant 
Swallowtail & Wings of Anger) featuring a 50-card 
deck, a play sheet, a rules sheet, and a game manual. 
Supplement your play with 8-card boosters packed 
in 20-count displays. Scheduled to ship in October 
2017. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
YCW 524420-D ................................................. PI

Z-MAN GAMES

GAIA PROJECT: A TERRA MYSTICA GAME
Set your sights on distant stars and strive to colonize the galaxy in Gaia 
Project, the follow-up to Terra Mystica! Explore the vast reaches of space 
and convert planets to meet your faction’s unique environmental needs as 
you seek to tighten your grasp on the galaxy. Fourteen different factions 
stand ready to boldly take their first steps into the cosmos while building 
structures to generate resources, researching new technology, and uniting 
planets to form powerful federations. Chart your course in the cosmos in 
Gaia Project! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ZMG ZF001 ............................................................................. $99.99

PANDEMIC: LEGACY SEASON 2
The world almost ended 71 years ago. The plague came out of nowhere 
and ravaged the world. Most died within a week. Nothing could stop it. 
The world did its best. It wasn’t good enough. Gather your gear, venture 
into the unknown, and change the world! In Pandemic Legacy: Season 
2, the world has been ravaged by a virulent plague and humanity’s very 
survival hangs in the balance. It’s up to you to get the last remaining cities 
the supplies they need while unraveling the mysteries of the plague. Your 
efforts during this time will carry you past the edge of the known world. 
Each step you take leaves its mark on the world, affecting future games 
and bringing you closer to the dark secrets that could change the course 
of history. No matter what happens, though, the world is counting on you. 
You’re humanity’s last chance! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
BLACK EDITION
ZMG ZM7172 .......................................................................... $79.99
YELLOW EDITION
ZMG ZM7173 .......................................................................... $79.99

THROUGH  
THE DESERT
For centuries, Tuareg 
merchants established 
and maintained trade 
throughout the Sahara 
Desert to facilitate 
commerce between 
cities in West and North 
Africa. Mount your 
camel and take charge 
of your own tribe in 
Through the Desert, 
a thrilling game of 
surviving in the desert 
for two to five players! 
This version of the 
Reiner Knizia classic 

sports a modern look that will appeal to longtime fans and new players 
alike as they vie for the best trade routes in this region of the wilderness. 
Expand your caravans wisely by making use of the scattered waterholes 
and gain access to as many oases as you can. In this harsh environment, 
only the strong survive! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
ZMG KN28 .............................................................................. $44.99


